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Abstract
In  th is  work a high voltage e lectron microscope has been used to 
produce and image voids in n icke l.  From these experiments the 
dis location  bias has been estimated to be 6.5% and i t  has been shown 
tha t voids also have a bias of about 0.5% for i n t e r s t i t i a l s  over 
vacancies.
A computer program has been w r it te n  which allows investiga tion  of 
the s tra in  f ie ld  ex is ting  in the matrix m ateria l surrounding voids 
and bubbles. This program simulates the electron microscope contrast 
of defects using the two-beam and coLumn approximations and can 
incorporate r e a l is t ic  pore shapes and s tra in  f ie ld s .  Results are 
presented both making the assumption that the s tra in  f ie ld s  are  
spherica lly  symmetric and not assuming th is  constraint. In the la t t e r  
case a Green's function method has been applied to ca lcu la te  the 
defect s tra in  f i e l d .  This program has been used to study the e f fe c ts  
on the image of varying the parameters involved such as defect depth, 
size and shape, f o i l  thickness and o r ien ta tio n , d i f f ra c t io n  vector 
and deviation from the Bragg pos ition . Images are displayed a t  the in  
focus and defocussed image pLanes and are compared with experimental 
micrographs of helium bubbles in vanadium and niobium/1% zirconium ..  
The simulated images agree w ell with the experimental images and have 
shown that the extent of the s tra in  contrast is  very Limited even a t  
large jg and with high gas pressure in the pore. Experimental images 
are often taken with the microscope defocussed in order to enhance 
the pore edges. I t  is  demonstrated tha t the small s tra in  contrast 
w i l l  be reduced and may even be Lost completely when the microscope 
is  operated in th is  condition.
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CHAPTER ONE
IRRADIATION PRODUCED VOID SWELLING
In troducti on
The advancement of nuclear power producton technology from 
Magnox to gas cooled to breeder reactors has been accompanied by 
problems fo r  the engineer.
Development of the breeder reactor is  a resu lt  of the desire to 
make more e f f ic ie n t  use of the world 's uranium reserves. Gas cooled 
reactors which use enriched uranium as fuel have a conversion ra t io  
of less than un ity . This means tha t  the number of f i s s i l e  atoms 
produced from the f e r t i l e  m ateria l is  less than the number of f i s s i l e  
atoms of fuel destroyed in the process. Thus there is  a net
23 Sconsumption of the f iss ionable  uranium isotope U in the fuel cycle.  
This isotope occurs as less than 1% of the ava ilab le  uranium. Breeder 
reactors w i l l  allow use of about 75% of the uranium reserves.
The main worldwide emphasis has been on the development of the 
l iq u id  sodium cooled fa s t  breeder reactor (LMFBR). These reactors,  
for example a t  Dounreay, use a mixture of uranium and plutonium
2.33oxides for fuel with p e l le ts  of UO^  above and beLow the mixed 
oxide fu e l .  The ax ia l blanking regions improve o ve ra ll  breeding by 
capturing neutrons leaking from the core. In the core f i s s i l e  a3,Pu is  
produced from n o n -f is s i le  U by neutron capture. Figure 1.1 shows a 
typ ica l configuration of a LMFBR fuel system.
The m ateria l used fo r fuel cladding is  316 au s ten it ic  
s ta in less  steel with a maximum mid-wall cladding temperature of about 
6DD°C. The main duty of the cladding a l lo y  is  th a t  i t  must remain
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leak t ig h t  throughout i t s  dweLL time in the reactor. This ensures 
tha t  active  f iss ion  products are not released in to  the primary 
cooling c i r c u i t .  Thus the cladding m ateria l must conform to s t r ic t  
sp e c if ica t io n s . I t  must be compatible with both fuel and coolant a t  
high temperatures; the mechanical properties must be such as to  
prevent f a i lu r e  during steady s ta te  and trans ient reactor operations  
and the cladding must also have s u f f ic ie n t  strength and corrosion  
resistance to remain in ta c t  during fuel handling and storage 
operations.
One of the problems accompanying the advance of reactor
technology is an increase in rad ia tion  damage occurring in the core
region of the reactor, e .g . to the fuel cladding m ate r ia l.  This was 
not a s ig n if ic a n t  problem with thermal reactors but i t  is  with fas t  
reactors. Thermal reactors u t i l i z e  neutrons with k in e t ic  energy of a 
few electron vo lts ,  which are known as slow or thermal neutrons. At
300K a themal neutron has a k in e t ic  energy of approximately 0.025eV.
Fast reactors use neutrons with k in e t ic  energy greater than 0.1 MeV 
known as fas t  neutrons. Table 1.1 is  a comparison of typ ica l 1000 MW 
thermal and fa s t  reactor performance charac te r is t ics .
From the table i t  is  c lear tha t there are several important 
differences in the ch arac te r is t ics  of thermal and fa s t  reactors.
1. The flux in a fas t  reactor is  a factor of one hundred times 
larger than tha t in a thermal reactor. This large increase in f lu x  
allows the fuel to produce more power per un it volume despite f iss io n  
cross sections tha t are smaller in fa s t  reactors.
2 . The average burn up is  about three times as large in a fa s t  
reactor as in a thermal reactor. The fra c tio n a l burn u p ,/3 ,  is  given
THERMAL REACTOR FAST BREEDER
FissiLe species 
enrichment
3% 2J5U in Z3?U 15% 2*Pu i n z3*U
Fission cross 
section <^./barns 550 1.8
Core averaged neutron 
- 2  -1 
f lux  /  n cm s
Thermal 3 *  10'3 1 *  10“
Fast(>0.1MeV) 5 *  10,? 8 *  1015
Burn up /  % 3 10
Fast fLuence /  n cm'2 CO 3 *  1 0 ^
Ir ra d ia t io n  tim e(at  
fu l  I power) /  years 2 1.5
Table 1.1 Comparison of typ ica l 1000MW THERMAL
and FAST reactors, (a f te r  Olander (1) )
-  number of f iss ions /  number of heavy metal atoms consumed
Higher burn up is economically necessary in a fas t  reactor to keep 
fue l fab r ic a tio n  and reprocessing and out of reactor inventory to  a 
minimum.
3 .  The fas t  neutron fLuence in a fas t  reactor is  approximately one 
hundred times greater than in a thermal reactor.
I t  is  th is  large difference in fa s t  neutron f lux  and therefore  
fluence which is responsible for the rad ia tion  damage to the cladding 
and wrapping being a much more severe problem in fa s t ,  than in 
thermal reactors. In fas t  reactors core s tructura l components can 
undergo volume changes of the order of +10%. A l l  regions in the core 
do not operate under the same neutron fLux and temperature 
conditions. The d i f fe re n t  rad ia tion  exposure and temperature resu lts  
in d i f fe r e n t ia l  swelling of components, and therefore  warping,leading  
to servicing problems. I t  has been estimated th a t  a reduction in the  
swelling of fuel element cans by a fac tor of three, from 15% to 5%, 
would give a saving over the f i r s t  f i f t y  years of the American 
programme of up to $4,000 m i l l io n .  This economic incentive has 
resulted in much work being carried out on various a lloys  in an 
attempt to both understand the fundamental reasons fo r swelling and 
to produce aLLoys which reduce th is  e f fe c t  as much as possibLe.
1 .1 .  Previous work
>
In  196B Cawthorne and FuLton ( 2 ) r working a t  Dounreay using 
transmission electron microscopy, discovered th a t  the swelling  
occurring in  cladding m ateria l was due to the formation of small 
c a v it ie s  w ith in  the a l lo y .  These ca v it ie s  did not have s u f f ic ie n t  gas 
contained in them to be classed as bubbles and are known as voids. 
Since th is  f i r s t  discovery extensive investigations of the phenomenon 
have been carried out in a varie ty  of metals and a l lo y s , a l l  of which 
swell by varying amounts. Norris (3) gives a l i s t  of m ateria ls  which 
had been or were being studied in 1972. Much work has been carried  
out since th a t  date, but the range of m ateria ls is  s t i l l  largely  
encompassed by tha t l i s t  which includes: aluminium, copper, n icke l,  
sta in less  s tee ls , iro n -n icke l a l lo ys , irons, vanadium, niobium, 
tantalum, tungsten, magnesium and cobalt.
Swelling occurs as a resu lt  of p a r t ic le  c o l l is io n s .  When a 
bombarding p a r t ic le  s tr ikes  a la t t ic e  atom k in e t ic  energy is  
trans fe rred . Neutrons, having no charge, do not exert any appreciable  
force on an atom unless they s tr ik e  the nucleus. Usually the 
probab il ity  of a fas t neutron co ll id in g  e la s t ic a l ly  is  greater than 
tha t of such a neutron co ll id in g  in e la s t ic a l  ly . The maximum energy 
transferred , E-m ^in e la s t ic  c o l l is io n  is  given by (4 ) :
E = 4mftM En 1.1TTVClX *t—------------ r?(M + mfl)*- 
where mn is  the neutron mass
M is  the mass of the ta rge t  atom
En is  the o r ig in a l neutron energy.
I f  the energy transferred  is  greater than some threshold value,
, then the la t t ic e  atom w i l l  be displaced from i t s  l a t t ic e  s i te .  
This threshold value, ca lled  the displacement energy is  d irec t io n  
dependent, but of the order of 25eV to 30 eV in most metals. From the 
equation [ 1 .1 ) ,  i t  can be seen tha t for an atom of mass 10a.m.u. a
neutron would have to have an i n i t i a l  energy of about 75eV to
displace the atom. As thermal neutrons have energies less than 0.1eV 
and fa s t  neutrons energies greater than 0 .1 MeV there is  a much higher 
displacement rate  with fas t  neutrons.
The displaced atom is known as an i n t e r s t i t i a l  atom, i t s  vacant
la t t ic e  s i te  as a vacancy. The combination is  known as a Frenkel
p a ir .  The atom displaced by the bombarding p a r t ic le  is  known as the 
primary knock on atom (PKA). With fas t  neutrons as the bombarding 
p a r t ic le ,  the PKA has s u f f ic ie n t  energy to displace fu r th e r  Lattice  
atoms causing a displacement cascade. The in te ra c t io n  of the 
i n t e r s t i t i a l s  and vacancies with themselves, each other and other 
defects in the metal results in swelLing [5 ) .  When a Frenkel p a ir  has 
been created the i n t e r s t i t i a l  and vacancy have a va r ie ty  of paths 
which they may follow.
I n t e r s t i t i a l s  may in te rac t  with other i n t e r s t i t i a l s  to form two 
dimensional p la te le ts  which are areas of extra la t t ic e  planes known 
as d is location  Loops. For a discussion of the possible configurations  
of m ultip le  i n t e r s t i t i a l s  and fu rth e r  references on th is  subject the 
work of M i l le r  [6] and col Leagues should be consulted. Vacancies may 
aggregate in to  two dimensional vacancy Loops which are areas of
missing Lattice  planes. Single vacancies should meet another vacancy 
before they reach point defect clusters and so form a divacancy C73 
which then proceeds by thermal motion to the defect c lusters.- Under 
certa in  conditions vacancies may c luster  in to  the three dimensional 
morphology known as voids. I n t e r s t i t i a l s  and vacancies may recombine 
an n ih ila t in g  each other or they may migrate to defect sinks present 
in the m ater ia l.  Defect sinks can be divided in to  three categories; 
[8] biased, unbiased and saturable sinks.
Unbiased sinks show no preference fo r capturing one type of 
defect over the other type i . e .  the radius of capture is  the same for  
i n t e r s t i t i a l s  and vacancies. The rate of absorption of defects is  
proportional to the product of the d iffus ion  c o e ff ic ie n t  of the point  
defect and the d ifference in the concentration of the point defect in 
the bulk metal and a t  the sink surface. Included in th is  category are  
incoherent p rec ip ita tes  and grain boundaries. Voids may also be 
regarded as th is  type of sink (9) .
Sessile d is locations, coherent p rec ip ita tes  and solute atoms are  
included in the saturable sinks category. When a d is location  l in e  is  
pinned i t  w i l l  c o l le c t  a f i n i t e  number of in t e r s t i t i a l s  around i t ,  in 
the form of a d i lu te  atmosphere. This wiLL then act as a region of 
enhanced recombination and reduce the suppLy of vacancies to the  
void.
Any d is location  in the so lid  exh ib its  a p re fe re n t ia l  a t t ra c t io n  for  
in te r s t i t ia L s  compared with vacancies. This bias is  due to the 
non-random d iffu s io n  of point defects to dislocations caused by the 
s tra in  f ie ld  a ris ing  from the d is location  point defect in te ra c t io n
Ent( r ,© ) .  Following Heald [10) the fLux of e ith er  species to a 
dislocation  is  given by:
J + DVC + D_CVEwt ( r ,a )  1 .2
kT
where C is  the concentration of the point defect
D is  the d iffus ion  c o e ff ic ie n t  of the point defect 
V,k,T have the usual meaning
r , 0  are the polar coordinates o f the point defect with  
respect to the d is location .
■ W  f&) is  given by Heald in the form:
E t ( r ,e )  = [1 +V) JjAVsinG 1 .3
3(1 -v/) H r
fo r an edge dis location  in an iso trop ic  m a te r ia l . In  equation 1 .3  the 
parameters have the following meaning: 
v is  Poisson’ s ra t io
/ t  is  the shear modulus
Jd is  the Burgers vector of the d is location  
AV is the local volume change regarding the point defect 
as the centre of d i la ta t io n  in a continuum.
AVv , the re laxation  volume of a vacancy is  much less than Z\VX ,
tha t  of an i n t e r s t i t i a l  point defect. Typical values are given by 
Heald withAV^from 0 .2 .n to  0 .5 j c i and AVZ from 1 .Djl to 2 .0 .n .f where is  
one atomic volume u n it .  Thus the second term in equation 1 .3  is  
higher for in t e r s t i t i a l s  than vacancies, resulting  in a greater f lu x  
of i n t e r s t i t i a l s  than vacancies to the d is locations.
the edge component of the d is location  can climb as a resu lt  of 
absorbing a vacancy or an i n t e r s t i t i a l .  This does not hold i f  the 
d is location  climb is  impeded by, for example, a p re c ip ita te .  
Dislocations can be divided in to  two types. These are the network 
dislocations present in the unirrad ia ted  metal and augmented by 
unfaulting of the Frank d is location  Loops and d is location  loops 
formed by aggLomeration o f i n t e r s t i t i a l s .  Bullough and Newman (11J 
calculated the in te rac tion  between point defects and Long s tra ig h t  
dis locations. They aLso calculated tha t  between point defects and
dis location  Loops and obtained d i f fe re n t  answers fo r the
in te ra c tio n s . However Loops are assumed to be s im ila r  to s tra ig h t
dis locations because the d is location  stress f ie ld  only a f fe c ts  point  
defects w ithin approximately 10b from the d is location  core (1 2 ) .  Most 
loops are s ignificantLy larger than th is .  The only d ifference between 
dislocations in iso lated  Loops and those in networks resides in the 
d if fe r in g  rates of thermal emission of vacancies 18]. These are
d i f fe re n t  because while an i n t e r s t i t i a l  loop must of necessity  
increase i t s  Line Length during vacancy emission, a network 
dis location  need not do so. As the in te ra c tio n  energy is taken to be 
the same for d is location Loops and the network d islocations the bias  
fo r both s ituations is  the same.
Void formation and growth require three conditions to be 
s a t is f ie d .  There must be a supersaturation of vacancies, the  
vacancies must migrate to voids before being ann ih ila ted  by 
i n t e r s t i t i a l s  and more vacancies than i n t e r s t i t i a l s  must a r r iv e  a t  
the void nuc le i.  The type of defect structure resu lting  from 
i r ra d ia t io n  depends markedly on the temperature a t  which the
i r r a d ia t io n  is  carried out. The three conditions necessary for void 
formation are s a t is f ie d  in most metals in the temperature range from
0 . 3 ^  to 0 .6Tn , where Tm is  the absolute melting point.
Below th is  temperature range the vacancy m obility  is  re la t iv e ly  low. 
The migration energy for vacancies is  about an order of magnitude 
higher than the i n t e r s t i t i a l  migration energy e .g . in nickel =
1 .44eVf E^, = 0.15eV ( 6 ) .  The Low vacancy m obility  leads to a large 
concentration of single vacancies. This means that the more mobile 
i n t e r s t i t i a l s  have a higher chance of in teracting  with a vacancy and 
recombining than of migrating to a sink. Above the stated temperature 
range the i r ra d ia t io n  produced vacancy concentration is  less than the 
thermaL concentration. Thus the necessary vacancy supersaturation  
condition is  not s a t is f ie d .  The th ird  condition is  s a t is f ie d  i f  there  
exis ts  a biased sink for point defects which absorbs more 
i n t e r s t i t i a l s  than vacancies. This resuLts in a larger f lux  of  
vacancies than in t e r s t i t i a l s  a rr iv in g  a t  void nuc le i.  The 
temperature range 0.3Tm to 0 .6T<vt encompasses fo r  most metals the 
temperature at which the s tructura l core components in a reactor are 
requi red to operate.
Although i t  is  accepted tha t d is locations exh ib it  a bias for  
i n t e r s t i t i a l s  the value of th is  bias is  uncertain. A se lection  of 
bias calcu lation  results  is  presented in table 1 .2 .  Nichols (13J has 
recently reviewed th is  topic and concluded that the Lack of reLiable  
measurements of the bias factor hampers understanding of void 
swelling.
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Table 1 .2  Bias factor ca lcu la tio n  summary
The treatment of BuLLough and co-workers (14) has been correc tly  
c r i t ic is e d  by Nichols and also by Foreman (1 5 ) .  Foreman points out 
th a t  ignoring the angular va r ia t io n  of the in te ra c t io n  between a 
point defect and a d is location  resu lts  in a large overestimate of the 
bias value. I f  the 1% to 2% value o f  Bullough e t .  a l .  was, as Foreman 
suggests, a fac to r  of three or four higher than i f  they had taken the 
angular v a r ia t io n  in to  account, then the true bias is  less than 1%. 
This is  not a reasonable value as i t  would not account for the 
observed growth ra te . Heald (16) also c r i t ic is e s  th is  treatment on 
the grounds th a t  i t  suggests a d iffus ion  controlled mechanism which 
should lead to spherical voids. The results  shown in chapter 4 
suggest another a l te rn a t iv e  to Heald1s proposal of a surface reaction  
control led mechanism. BraiLsford and Bullough (8) adjusted th e i r  
parameters to obtain a value of bias in agreement with the Bui Lough 
e t .  a l .  value previously discussed. As th is  value is  erroneous the  
Brai lsford and Bui Lough treatment can not be re l ia b le .  Wiedersich 
(17) also obtains a value of 1% which again f a l l s  w ith in  Foreman's 
c r i t ic is m .
Heald's treatment has also been c r i t ic is e d  by Nichols. Heald 
ignores the presence of recombination but th is  is  incLuded in the 
analysis of White and Fisher (1 8 ) .  White and co-workers have also  
modified Heald’ s treatment for Large d is location  densities such tha t  
the i n f i n i t e  value of bias predicted by Heald in th is  regime does not 
occur. Nichols also c r i t ic is e s  the Heald approximation of no defect 
production w ith in  the capture radius of the d is location .
Thus there is  no completely satis fac tory  model of these 
complicated in te ra c tio n s . However in order to perform experiments a 
model must be assumed and as the model used by Heald has been used 
with some success by Fisher e t .  a l .  [9) i t  is  th is  model which wes 
used in the course of th is  p ro ject. Fisher and White (20,21) suggest 
th a t  a more complete anaLysis of void growth experiments is  required 
in order to resolve some of the uncertanties surrounting th is  
phenomenon. In th e ir  report £93 they suggest a technique for fu rther  
investigations which is  described in section 3 .1 .
The time scale involved makes "in reactor" experiments very 
d i f f i c u l t  due to the defect production rate  which is  given by:
0  =<PsJN 1 .4
where 0 c is  the fas t  neutron f lux  (approx. 8*10*5 nemos')
-iq 2,
qj is  the primary knock on cross section (approx. 2*10 cm)
N is  the average number of surviving defect pairs  
per primary knock on. (approx.100 ).  (17)
Thus in a typ ica l fas t breeder the defect production rate  or 
displacement rate is  of the order of 10~^ displacements per atom per 
second (dpas"'). With typ ica l planned reactor Lifetimes of some years 
the fas t  neutron fluence is  of the order of 103,3 ncm* to lO 2-^  ncm'2 . 
At th is  fluence each atom in a typ ica l core s tructu ra l m ateria l has 
been displaced from i t s  normal la t t ic e  position about one hundred
The period of years invoLved in a tta in ing  the goal fluence has 
Lead to the development of techniques for simulating the e ffe c ts  of 
high fluence, fas t  neutron i r r a d ia t io n .  Using high energy charged
p a rt ic le s  from powerfuL accelerators , such as the high voltage
electron microscope (HVEM) or the variab le  energy cyclotron, the atom 
displacement rate  can be increased by orders of magnitude re la t iv e  to 
th a t  in the reactor core. Thus the state  of rad iation  damage in a 
m ateria l a f te r  residing in the reactor core for a few years can be
approached in a few hours. The e ffe c ts  of such increases in damage
rate  are complex. Thus while these techniques do give guidance to the 
parameters involved they can not be thought of as accurately  
reproducing the reactor environment. They can be used in conjunction 
with reactor data to extrapolate the e f fe c ts  of swelling to higher 
doses than eas ily  obtainable from a short term reactor experiment. 
Recent work on the corre la t ion  of p a r t ic le  and neutron i ra d ia t io n  hes 
been carried out by Mayer (104).
1 .2 .  Simulation in the HVEM.
Use of the HVEM to investigate and simulate rad ia tion  swelling is  
now a w ell established technique with much of the pioneering work 
having been done by Norris (22) and Makin (2 3 ) .  This pro ject involves  
the use of the Hitachi 1MV electron microscope a t  Berkeley Nuclear 
Laboratory with the permission of the Central E le c t r ic i ty  Generating 
Board. La id ler e t .  a l .  (24) recently reviewed the advantages and 
disadvantages of th is  simulation method. As th is  is  such a w ell  
documented technique the merits of i t  w i l l  only be stated b r ie f l y .  
The reader is  referred to the l i t e r a tu r e  for a f u l l  discussion 
(3 ,2 4 ,2 5 ,2 6 ,2 7 )  .
Advantages
1 .  A single defect population can be observed continuously thus 
elim inating  specimen to specimen v a r ia b i l i t y .
_3 _|
2 .  A damage rate  of the order of 10 dpas is  ava ilab le  so 
experimental i r ra d ia t io n s  need only a few hours.
3 .  In an electron microscope the s itu a t io n  is  not complicated by a 
displacement cascade. The energy transferred  to a heavy nucleus by an 
electron scattered through an angle © i s  given by (29):
E t  = w i " ® .  1 -5
2
max-*mum transferred energy, which occurs fo r  a "head on" 
col l is io n  is  :
W =  §V  E + V 1) 1-6Me1
where E is  the k in e t ic  energy of the incident electron
M is  the mass of the ta rget atom
m0ca is  the rest energy of the e lectron.
Using values for nickel being bombarded by 1MeV electrons the maximum
energy trans fe r  is  of the order of 70eV. An energy of the order of 
25eV is  required to dispLace an atom from i t s  Lattice s i te .  The 
number of defect pairs produced by each c o l l is io n  is  given, for  
example by Kinchen and Pease (29) as:
This was used by Oen (28) to ca lcu late  tha t a 1MeV electron can only 
tra n s fe r  enough energy to create a single Frenkel p a ir .  The primary 
knock on atom does not have enough energy to cause fu rth e r  
displacements. Thus there can not be a displacement cascade.
4 . In a reactor i t  is  almost impossible to isoLate the ind iv idual  
e ffe c ts  of rad ia tion  damage and of helium and hydrogen production. 
Microscope specimens can be seeded with heLium before being 
I r ra d ia te d  i f  so desired.
5. The temperature of the i r ra d ia t io n  environment can be varied  
eas ily  and accurately in the microscope.
Disadvantages
1. Use of the HVEM means using specimens of the order of 1 micron 
thickness so surface e f fe c ts  must be incorporated in to  the theory. 
The electron beam is f u l l y  focussed fo r  i r ra d ia t io n  experiments which 
means tha t very small voLumes of material are ir ra d ia te d  with the 
same maximum f lu x .  Typ ica lly  the f u l ly  focussed beam which is  
Gaussian p ro f i le  has a spot size a t  haLf height of 3.6microns (109).
2 .  The fact tha t a displacement cascade does not occur is  
advantageous as the displacement dose is calculated without assuming 
a damage function. I t  also means however that the resu lts  obtained 
from the HVEM are d i f f i c u l t  to re la te  to those obtained from reactor 
experiments.
3 .  The temperature range a t  which swelling occurs is  sh ifted  
r e la t iv e  to that in neutron irra d ia te d  m ateria ls  when using electrons  
as the ir ra d ia t in g  p a r t ic le s .  Typ ica lly  the temperature a t  which 
maximum swelling occurs is  of the order of 100°C higher in the 
microscope. The o rig in  o f th is  temperature s h i f t  l ie s  in the  
increased damage ra te  which leads to an increased amount of mutual 
recombination which in turn can play an important part in defect Loss
(18) .
4 .  Beam heating problems ar ise in the area of specimens being 
i r rad ia ted  but by correct choice of beam current these can be reduced
(30) .
5 .  Great care must be taken to ensure that  the microscope atmosphere 
is  s im i lar  in any comparative experiments. Buswell e t . a l .  have 
demonstrated that  swelling is  af fected by the microscope environment
(31) .
1 . 3 .  Void growth theory
The rate theory continuum (R.T.C.)  model was o r ig in a l ly  developed 
by Harkness and Li (32,33) and by Wiedersich (17) and has since been 
modified by many workers including Heald (10) .  The idea in th is  model 
is  to replace a l l  the discrete sinks in the body, including the 
voids, by equivalent continuous d is t r ibut ions  of sinks in a 
continuum. In th is  continuum the various sinks are assigned strengths  
which ensure that  the f lux  of defects to such sinks w i l l  be as close 
as possible to the fLux to the actual sinks in the real body. Thus 
a l l  spatia l  var iat ions in the steady-state i n t e r s t i t i a l  and vacancy 
concentrations are removed and the production and ann ih i la t ion  rate  
balance equations reduce to a pa ir  of quadratic equations.
This model has been extended recently by Fisher e t . a l . (9) to be 
applicable to the HVEM environment. The theory w i l l  not be repeated 
' i n  toto ' in th is  report.  Instead the expressions w i l l  be presented 
and deta i ls  can be found in the series of reports (18 ,9 ,34 ,35)  . The
equations describing the point defect production rate  and
ann ih i la t ion  rate balance in the R.T.C. model are:
0 - D vCyk^-Dv Cv k5-o(CvC1 = dCy 1.8
dt
0-Qj. Cj kj-C^ k -^CvCj = dC* 1.9
dt
where 0  is  the defect production rate
is  the concentration of point defects of type f i
is  the d i f fus ion c o e f f ic ien t  of point defects of t y p e ^ .
The terms(xC^Cj. represent defect loss through mutual recombination
x
and represent the defect loss to the surface. The parameters
-i -i
kT ,kv , represent the mean free path of an i n t e r s t i t i a l  or vacancy
1.10  
1.11
where represent the dis location sink strength for the defects  
Y is  the void sink strength for the point defects 
p  and ^  are the void and dis locat ion densit ies respect ive ly .  
The Z^'s and Y can be physically interpreted as the radius around a 
sink with in which any point defect w i l l  in teract  with that  sink.
Assuming a steady state  t h e n ^ ^  0 and^ I =  0 and (1 .8) and (1 .9 )  
can be solved to give expressions for  the void and dis locat ion Loop 
growth rates, given by:
respectively in the presence of the various sinks.
kv = zv/h + V k
kI ” ZI f i i + Vj,
drv_ = Y 0 F [ g )  CZa -  Zy 3 /*d
dt 47tr* (k^ + k^3 £k^ > + k*)
1.12
drL = 0 F ( a )  ( Z i - Z v 3(Y/h + k<) 1.13
dt b [ k \  + k^Jlki. + k*j  ”
where n = 4 °<-0
W K +kV ^ l + W
F C'i) = J2{(1 + g ) /a-  l )  1.14
g
b is  the Burgers vector of the disLocation 
and r , r  ^ are the void and Loop rad i i  respectively.
The parameters involved are discussed in [a] to le]  below. 
These equations include the e f fec ts  of mutual recombination and are 
from Fisher e t .  a l . ( 9 ) .
[a) Y, the void sink strength:
This is  usually assumed to be 411^. In the presence of in terna l  
sinks and recombination an approximate expression for the sink 
strength was found to be, using i t e r a t i v e  techniques:
, 0
Y = Y„ ' { l  + £  (k/3 + - L  * ± ) )  1 -15
' 1 41T xv Rv
with Ya = 4TTr*
7^+F*
where Rv is  the void spacing
rv is the void radius
r is  the inte rface radius
Xy is  the vacancy mean free path. 
x
The interface radius, r , is  defined by Heald 116) as:
Voids of radius smaller than r wi 11 have polyhedral morphologies and
grow .by an in terface controlled mechanism which depends on the
spreading of atomic ledges across the polygonal faces of the void.
y
Voids of  larger radius than r* are claimed by Heald to be spherical  
and to grow by a d i f fus ion controlled mechanism.
[bj The surface sink strength, k^:
An approximate solution for the surface sink strength in the 
presence of in terna l  sinks and mutual recombination has been given by 
White e t .  a l .  132):
k$ = 2kj  (  si nh (kA t / 2 ) ) 1.16
t  ( co sh( k ' t / 2  ) -  1 )
*
x i
where (k1, ) = kA
A F l f j
F(<|) contains only the losses to the f ixed in te rn a l  sinks,  
and t  is  the f o i l  thickness.
[c) Dislocation sink strengths Z:
These have been calculated numerically,  including mutual 
recombination, to be of the form:
= 2*° I  I + U  (L *  / b )  fR j  -  I ) ]  i - n
‘ 21-hO.ciH-Rj/b Xv '
for ^  2 0
The L^are the capture rad ii  for the point defects and are given by:
La = ( 1  + V ) A b  AV/* 1 .18
/  [1 -  v ) kT 3
where v is Poissons ra t io
A i s the shear modulus
h\l/i is the defect relaxat ion volume
R 4 i s the dis locat ion spacing
and Xv is the vacancy mean free path.
For ( f y /  Xy] ^ 20 ( f y /  Xy = 20).
Cd3 Recombination co e f f ic ien t  F [*^3:
This depends pr imari ly  on 0 ,a n d  Dy the vacancy d i f f u s i v i t y ,  as
yequation 1.14 shows. Dy depends on En ,the vacancy migration energy as 
Dyo( exp ( -  E^/ k t ) .
(e) The displacement rate :
The damage rate is dependent on the displacement cross section  
(equation 1 . 4 ) .  This depends on the displacement energy E^ and i t s  
var ia t ion  with d i rec t ion .  An isotropic  value of E^ is  normally 
assumed.
As stated the HVEM technique is  superior to neutron and ion 
i r r a d ia t io n  as the displacement event is  uncomplicated by mul tidefect  
production, an uncertain amount of immediate recombination and 
spontaneous aggregation. The theory given in section 1 .2  has
therefore been used in conjunction with high voltage electron  
microscope experiments to obtain a value for the i n t e r s t i t i a l  bias in 
n icke l .
CHAPTER TWO
IMAGE SIMULATION
Introduction
In chapter one of th is  report i t  has been stated that  void 
swelling is  an important phenomenon in reactor technology. The 
estimation of swell ing,S , by microscopy involves the determination 
of void size and void density 136).  I f  the mean void volume is  given 
by V and is the void density then
s = Vv,
The measurement of void volume involves an assumed shape and is
generally calculated from a l inear  measurement (say p) where 
-  %
V = c0 p' where c# is  a constant.
Fisher and BusweLl (36) List as sources of error:
(a) the selection of a suitable parameter p'
(b) the measurement of p'
(c) the value assumed for  ce
(d) the calculat ion of V from ct, , p /
(e) the measurement of the void density.
Fisher and Buswell then suggest a procedure to standardise void 
swelling measurements. The suggested procedure does not however 
include any consideration of the focussing conditions operating in 
the microscope. When cav i t ies ,  e i ther  voids or bubbles, are imaged in 
a defocussed mode Fresnel fr inge contrast is  seen a t  the projected  
edges of the cavity .  This is  shown in f igure  2 .1 .  The measurement 
of the l inear  parameter p/ can vary depending on which set of fr inges  
are used for measurement. Rlihle (25) has stated that  for large 
spherical cav i t ies  (greater  than 0 .4  of an ext inct ion  distance in 
diameter) the outer diameter of the f i r s t  dark ring corresponds to
the actual bubble size when imaged with -0.6/lm of defocus. Sprague
2.5
2.0
f = + 6000 Ao
f - - 6000 A
In focus
1.0
0.5
0 0.5 1 1.5
P = r /R b
- Out*of*focus contrast calculations for large bubbles (R[, ■ 0.4£g, 
tg *  250 A). The foil thickness is 3.75£g for f  ■ +6000 A and f  *  —6000 A. 
The reduced intensity I / I 0 (1„ ■ background intensity) is plotted vs. p *  t/Rfo. 
The in-focus contrast (\v ■ 0) is also represented.
F ig .  2.1 P r o f i l e s  o f  a through fo c a l  
s e r ie s .  (Rhiile (25))
e t .  a l .  (37) s tate  that  the most accurate measurement is  obtained by 
using an overfocussed image and measuring the Line between the 
outside br ight  fr inge and the inside dark one. These conditions are 
both derived for spherical cav i t ie s .  Voids are however rarely  
spherical (38);  they tend to be cubic or octahedral with truncations.  
Faceted shapes are also exhibited by large i r r a d ia t io n  produced 
bubbles which in bcc metals tend to be br ick  shaped (39 ) .  As with 
voids there are no conditions la id  down in the l i t e r a t u r e  to obtain 
the most accurate size measurements.
During the course of th is work a computer program has been 
developed which remedies th is  s i tuat ion  by simulating the electron  
microscope image of c a v i t ie s .  The program w i l l  show a means of  
d i f fe r e n t ia t in g  between voids and bubbles by means of  t h e i r  s tra in  
f i e l d  contrast .  A method of dealing with the stra in  f i e l d  contrast of 
non-sperical cav i t ies  w i l l  also be discussed. This has been modelled 
as being spher ica lly  symmetric and has also been considered in the 
non-symmetric case. These models w i l l ,  i t  is  hoped eventually divulge 
information regarding the value of the overpressure in large, faceted 
bubbles.
2 .1 .  Previous image simulation
In 1957 Whelan and Hirsch (40,41) f i r s t  applied the dynamical 
theory of electron d i f f r a c t io n  introduced by Heidenreich (42) to 
study the contrast of  stacking fa u l ts .  These f i r s t  calculat ions  
ignored the e f fec t  of ine las t ic  scatter ing of electrons in passage 
through the f o i l s .  This e f fect  of anomalous absorption was included 
in the calculat ions of Hashimoto, Howie and Whelan (43 ) .  In 1961
Howie and Whelan (44) extended the theory to include contrast from 
defects with continually  varying l a t t i c e  displacements such as 
dislocat ion Lines.
In these calculat ions Howie and Whelan used the column 
approximation introduced in th e i r  previous work (4 5 ) .  This 
approximation amounts to assuming that  the intensity  of  the electron  
beam at  any point on the Lower surface of a f o i l  can be a t t r ib u te d  to 
a thin column of mater ial  above that  point.  No account is  taken of 
the in te rac t ion  between waves d i f f rac ted  by neighbouring columns as 
the d i f f i c u l t i e s  involved in the numerical solution are great ly  
increased (44 ) .  Arguments in favour of the column approximation are 
given in reference 45 but the main j u s t i f i c a t i o n  for the use of th is  
approximation are stated by Howie and Whelan to be the agreement 
between experimentally observed images and those derived 
th e o re t ic a l ly .
In th e i r  paper Howie and Whelan (44) give solutions of  the wave 
equations for the two-beam case but also derive a method of solut ion  
which allows several d i f f rac ted  beams to be included. The solut ions  
in the two-beam case can be wri t ten in the form:
d g
dz
2.1
2.2
where
~ ^ exPt +2fl i-?2 +2TfigR
is  the amplitude of  the transmitted beam
is the amplitude of the d i f f rac ted  beam
R(z) is  the displacement function due to the defect
s is  the deviation from the Bragg re f lec t ing  posit ion
i i ®-
£ E are the absorption distances of the transmitted 
and d i f f rac ted  beams respect ively  
5 are the ext inct ion  distances of the transmitted 
and 'd i f f racted  beams respect ive ly .
The fact that the displacement f i e l d  of a defect occurs directLy  
in these equations has lead to the technique being an important tool
in electron microscopy. The theory has been used extensively in the
i d e n t i f ic a t io n  of  defects,  especial ly  dislocat ions and various forms 
of stacking f a u l ts .  Van Landuyt.et. a l . (46) and Gevers e t .  a l .  (47) 
are examples of groups which have applied the theory to iden t i fy  
types of stacking fa u l ts .  Numerous determinations of Burgers vectors 
of dislocat ion loops have been made using th is  approach. SiLcock and 
Tunstall  (48) and Tunstall  and Goodhew (49) are are examples of  
groups who have applied the theory to p a r t ia l  d is locat ions.
In 1963 Ashby and Brown (50) applied the dynamical theory to the
case of spher ically  symmetric s t ra in  f ie ld s  due to spherical  
inclusions and s p e c i f ic a l ly  to face centred cubic (fee)  cobalt  
prec ip i ta te  in the fee copper matr ix .  McIntyre and Brown (51) 
considered the stra in  contrast from centres of d i la t io n  whose 
strength is s im i la r  to that of voids in aluminium. Van Landuyt e t .  
a l .  (52) calculated the contrast from small voids using the two-beam 
and column approximations. They assumed that  the cav i t ies  could be 
modelled as being disc shaped and that  there was no surrounding
stra in  f i e l d .  Thus the contrast arising was solely due to thickness 
contrast .  Ingram 153) synthesised the work of  McIntyre and Brown (51) 
with that  of Van Landuyt e t .  a l ,  ( 5 2 ) - and calculated the contrast of  
small spherical voids surrounded by a spherical s t ra in  f i e l d .  The 
column and two-beam approximations were again used in th is  work. Sass 
e t .  a l .  (54) incorporated the work of  Mura (55) with the dynamical 
theory to calculate the d i f f r a c t io n  contrast ar is ing from cuboidal 
inclusions.  They conclude that  a cuboidal inclusion can be 
distinguished from a spherical one by a 'notch1 in the Line of no 
contrast .  They also suggest that  an asymmetrical image resul ts when 
the operating re f lec t io n  corresponds to a plane which is  not a 
symmetry plane of the cube.
A l l  the results mentioned previously were displayed as in tensi ty  
p ro f i le s  i . e .  a p lot  of the in tensi ty  along a l ine  traversing the 
defect .  In order to make a comparison with an experimental image the 
observer had to mentally construct a three dimensional image from
severaL p ro f i le s  or produce a densitometer map (56) ./
Head (56) in 1967 suggested a method for  displaying computed 
images of dislocations and stacking fauLts d i r e c t ly  on computer 
output paper by arranging for  the p r in te r  to produce a grey scale by 
overprinting the symbols. The numbers, representing the in tensi ty  a t  
the bottom of the f o i l ,  from the solut ion of the Howie and Whelan 
equations (44) could be displayed as a symbol of a certain density.  A 
two dimensional array of these symbols constructed the image. In the 
same paper Head produced a technique for  g reat ly  increasing the speed 
of calculat ing the image of defects whose displacement f i e l d  is  plane 
stress or s tra in  in nature. A large amount of work was carried out by
the Austral ian group of Head, Humble, CLareborough and Morton in the 
, la te  1960's and earLy 1970's using these methods. References 57 to 62 
are examples from th is  group.
The basis fo r  the speed of Head's method is  that the displacement 
f i e l d  around some defects is  such that  the displacment along any l ine  
p a r a l l e l  to the defect is constant. A generalised cross-section can 
be thought of with f ixed d is locat ion posit ion and displacement f i e l d .  
The variabLe posit ion of the f o i l  surfaces delineates the d i f f e r e n t  
parts of  the f ieLd encountered by the electron beam in passage 
through the f o i l .  The intensi ty  at  the lower f o i l  surface is 
calculated by integrating the Howie and Whelan equations down columns 
of  the f o i l  using the fourth order Runge-Kutta process (63 ,64 ) .  
Tholen (65) in 1970 published a rapid method of obtaining contrast  
maps from defects.  The re s t r ic t io n  of plane stress or s tra in  imposed 
by Head is  relaxed by Tholen as the contrast is  calculated separately  
for each column. This means that  any l a t t i c e  defect can be treated  
using ThoLen's method. Calculating the contrast separately from each 
coLumn by in tegrat ion is a time consuming process so Tholen made use 
of the matrix method suggested by Howie and Whelan (44) and used by 
Gevers, Van Landuyt and Amelinckx (66) .
The matrix method is  shown schematically as f igure  2 .2 .  The Howie 
and Whelan equations have two independent solutions which can be 
given in an exact form for the case of a perfect c rys ta l .  The to ta l  
wave is  a l inear  combination of the two solutions which sa t is fy  the 
correct boundary conditions at  the top surface. The re la t ion  between 
the waves a t  the top and bottom of a f o i l  of thickness, t ,  is  given 
by Tholen in the form:
0Wave m a tr ix Top sur face
bottom s u r fa ce
u.'V V
Figure  2 .2  M a t r ix  model fo r  Image s im u la t io n
where the matrix is  defined as the wave matrix
This work foLLows the work of Van Landuyt e t .  a l . l v i z .  f igure  2 .2)  
where transmission of the electron beam through the f i r s t  part of the 
crysta l  of thickness is represented by a matrix Af . The matrix
f i n a l l y  A^describes the transmission and scattering through the 
perfect part of the crysta l  of thickness Z y
For a column passing through the cavity the amplitudes 0o  and 
0^ of  the transmitted and scattered wave a t  the ex i t  surface of the 
f o i I  are given by:
The matrix V(z^) incorporates the phase change which the beam 
undergoes in passage through a hole of thickness ( z ^ ) .  This phase 
s h i f t  is due to the difference of the mean inner potent ia l  Vc in the 
cavity and in the perfect c rys ta l .  RiihLe (25) has calculated that  the 
phase di fference between a beam passing through a cavity of thickness 
z x and a beam passing only through per fect  crystal  is  given by:
V(z )^ takes into  account the presence of a cavity of thickness zxt and
2 .4
exp ( -27li6zx )
.  /
where c is  given by:
£ e Vo 
2 E X
2.5
e is the e lectronic  charge
Ve is the mean inner potent ia l
E is the to ta l  energy of the eLectron
A is  the wavelength of the electrons.
For a column of c rys ta l  which does not pass through the cavity
the amplitude of the transmitted and scattered waves is  given by:
where t  is  the f o i I  thickness equal to z, + z^ + z3 .
The in te n s i t ie s  of the transmitted and scattered beams can easily  
be calculated from the amplitudes a t  the Lower f o i l  surface. The 
amount of normal absorption suffered by the electron beam depends on 
the thickness of crysta l  through which the beam t ra ve ls .  Thus the 
level of  normal absorption w i l l  be d i f f e r e n t  for columns passing 
through the cavity and columns passing only through perfect crysta l  
(52 ) .  The in te n s i t ies  must be m ult ip l ied  by a factor  of
wherey-tA is the normal absorption co e f f ic ien t  and t ^ i s  the amount of 
crysta l  the beam travels  through in the column under consideration.  
This point w i l l  be fur ther  discussed in section 5 .1 .
In the case studied by Van Landuyt e t .  a l .  (52) of  s t ra in  f ree ,
disc shaped voids the matrices At and A3 and V (z z ) can eas i ly  be
calculated. However when considering cav i t ie s  with a surrounding 
stra in  f i e l d  the asumption of perfect  crysta l  outside the cavity  
cannot be made. Tholen surmounts th is  problem by div id ing each column
into  a number (n) of c r y s ta l l i t e s  each of thickness A z  and
calculat ing the scattering matrix corresponding to each point  in the 
f o i l .  This is  shown schematically in f igu re  2 . 3 .  As the Howie and 
Whelan equations are l inear  the matrix elements are not functions of  
z but only of Az and w. The indiv idual  elements are obtained by 
calculat ing the wave f ie ld s  a t  the bottom of a crysta l  sLab of
2.6
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Figure  2 .3 Tho len 's  m u l t i s l i c e  m a tr ix  method
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In the relationships a l l  distances are given in terms of ex t inc t ion  
distances, w = s £  , and normal absorption is  included. The e f fe c t iv e  
deviation parameter w€^  = w +£'y$/ is calculated in the f i r s t  s l ic e  and 
th is  corresponds to a p a r t ic u la r  matrix A^  ( w ^  ,A z ) . The wave matrix  
at  the top surface is m ul t ip l ied  by Af and a new wave matrix is  
obtained which is  then the wave matrix a t  the top of the second 
s l ic e .  In s l ice  two a d i f f e r e n t  matrix A2 is  needed as wejj. is  
changing and A2 is  then used to calculate the wave matrix a t  the top 
of the th ird  s l ic e  and so on down the column. S tar t ing  with  
£$[0) = 1,  = 0* the br ight  and dark f i e l d  amplitudes a t  the
bottom of the f o i l  are calculated from:
^ (b o t t o m )  /1  \
= AhA  A, A, 2.12
ft n-, \  0 /
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Thbl£n points out that  for a f o i l  of four ext inct ion distances 
th ick  divided in to  80 s l ices  a typical  contrast computation w i l l  
involve calculat ion of the matrix elements a t  about 10 points.  As 
many of the matrices w i l l  be almost ident ica l  ThoLen calculates and 
stores a l ibrary  of matrices corresponding to d i f f e r e n t  values of w. 
He then states that  as w is continuously changing a smalL range of w 
values, w + Aw, can be assigned to the matrix value calculated fo r  w. 
The computations carr ied out in th is  project are based on Tholen's 
method.
I f  the images being considered are in the ' in  focus' condition  
the phase information a t  the lower f o i l  surface is  lost when the 
in te ns i t ies  are calculated. The phase factor  at the lower f o i l  
surface becomes important when imaging in the defocussed mode. Riihle 
[25) in 1971 calculated the contrast from spherical voids and bubbles 
taking account of the focussing condit ions operating in the electron  
microscope. He used the two-beam approximation and the column 
approximation in the solution of the Howie and Whelan dynamical 
equations. Figure 2 .4  is  a schematic representation of the method of  
calculat ing the image a t  a defocussed plane from that a t  the ' i n  
focus' plane.
The method consists of f i r s t  ca lculat ing the Fourier transform of  
the amplitude f i e l d  exist ing a t  the ' i n  focus' image plane. A 
t ransfer  function must then be calculated to account for  the phase 
s h i f t  occurring in the beam while propagating from the ' i n  focus' to
<P. [bottom)3
FoI I top Z = - t / 2
In focus
de feet
p lane — f
defocussed 
p lane —1
F o i l  bottom Z as t / 2
T ra n s fe r  funct ion  ' T1 accounts 
^  for  phase s h i f t  In  t h i s  reg ion
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Figure 2.4 Image planes
the defocussed plene. This t rensfer  function includes the Lens 
abberations end coherence e f fec ts .  The amplitude of the Fourier  
p a r t ia l  waves is  then mult ip l ied  by the t ransfer  function and an 
inverse Fourier transformation performed to obtain the amplitude 
exist ing a t  the defocussed image plane. In the work of Riihle (25) and 
RiihLe and Wi Ikens (67) the cav i t ies  are assumed to have rota t iona l  
symmetry with respect to the electron beam d irect ion  as th is  allows 
an ana ly t ica l  solut ion to be obtained for  the defocussed image. The
technique w i l l  be discussed more f u l l y  in section 5 .2 .
In t h e i r  work on the image of spherical cav i t ies  which are not 
surrounded by a stra in  f i e l d  Ruhle and WiIkens (67) extended the work 
of Van Landuyt e t .  a l .  (52) to a systematic N-beam case. Systematic
re f lec t ions  w i l l  always be present to some extent even when
d i f f r a c t io n  conditions are such that a strong r e f le c t io n  is 
operating. The number of systematic re f lec t ions  increases with the 
atomic number of the specimen and accelerating voltage used in the 
microscope (68) .
The ef fect  of using only two beams to construct the image is  to 
underestimate the magnitude of the ext inct ion distance. Evaluations  
of the errors involved were given by Howie and Basinski (69) and by 
Serneels and Gevers (70 ) .  For the case of spher ica lly  symmetric
coherency s t ra ins ,  considered by Ashby and Brown (50 ) ,  Howie and
Basinski concLude that  the error ,  due to using the two beam
approximation is  small.  Edington (71) summarised the e f fe c t  of 
including many beams in the image calculations of various types of  
defects.  I t  can be concluded from the l i t e r a t u r e  that  use of the 
two-beam approximation is  j u s t i f i e d  i f  care is  taken over the
d i f f ra c t io n  conditions to be modelled. In par t icu la r  the specimen 
must be t i l t e d  to nearly two beam conditions such that  the f i r s t  
order re f lec t ions  are used and the deviation from the Bragg posi.tion 
is  small.  This implies dynamical d i f f r a c t io n  conditions with strong g 
and smalL s. The specimen t i l t  must also be such that  no 
non-systematic re f lec t ions  occur.
Images of defects with the surrounding stra in  f i e l d  not in 
contrast are usually obtained in kinematical d i f f r a c t io n  conditions,  
i . e .  weak g and large s. Many beam theory may give a more accurate 
absolute intensi ty  map for these images. I t  w i l l  be shown however 
that  the posit ion of the Fresnel fr inges surrounding a defect from 
which measurements are made are independent of ext inct ion  distance.  
This is  the parameter effected by many beams being considered so the 
measurements should not be changed by using only two beams in the 
calculat ions.
2 .2 .  Strain f ieLd calculat ions
The ul t imate aim of th is  project  is to obtain information on the 
stra in  f i e l d  surrounding voids and bubbles. Strain f ie ld s  are imaged 
using two-beam dynamical d i f f r a c t io n  conditions so use of the 
two-beam approximation is  vaLid.
The j u s t i f i c a t i o n  given by Van Landuyt e t .  a l . ( 5 2 )  for ignoring the  
stra in  f i e l d  is  that  the vapour pressure inside a bubble can exactly  
balance the surface tension forces, leaving the surrounding matrix  
stra in  f ree .  I t  has been pointed out that  this is  not the case for a 
gas f i l l e d  bubble in equil ibrium with the surrounding matrix 172,73).
Lidiard and Nelson (72) showed that  in a soLid in true thermal' 
equil ibrium where- mass transport by vacancies or other defect 
mechanisms is  possible the equil ibrium condit ions are:
P = 2£ instead of P = 2 <r 2.13
Where is the surface energy
CT is  the surface tension (or surface stress)
rc is  the radius of the cavity
P is  the gas pressure.
The surface tension, cr f and the surface energy, are not equal for
solids; in fact  they are related by the equation (73):
Or = ft + A 2.14
In equation 2.14 the d i f f e r e n t ia t io n  indicates a change in area A of  
the bubble under conditions in which the number of surface atoms, 
remain constant. The existence of a surface tension d i f f e r e n t  from 
the free surface energy implies that  a stra in  f i e l d  ex ists  around a 
bubble in thermodynamic equil ibrium the strength of which is  
proportional to
Previous calculations of contrast maps including the stra in  f i e l d  
of voids and bubbles have always assumed spherical symmetry for the 
stra in  f i e l d  (53,253 and have obtained black/white lobe contrast as 
is the case with inclusions (74 ) .  This is  sketched in f igu re  2 .5  
which is  from Ruhle (25) .  I t  is  in terest ing  to note that  in the 
l i t e r a t u r e  i t  is stated that  the nature of a defect c luster  may be 
decided from the d irect ion of the black/white contrast^and the
d e f e c t
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direct ion  of the operating re f le c t io n .  The sign of g . l  depends on
whether the defect is  a vacancy or i n t e r s t i t i a l  c luster  as well  as on 
the distance of the defect from the nearest f o i I  surface. This would 
suggest that  a s im i la r  technique could be used to d i f f e r e n t ia te  
between small voids and bubbles whose depth could be measured. The 
direct ion  of the displacement in the surrounding matrix should be 
opposite when comparing th a t  due to an overpressurised bubble to that  
due to a void. This w i l l  be investigated in section 6 .2 .
Although workers in the image simulation f i e l d  have always 
assumed a spherical s t ra in  f i e l d  and a spherical morphology for voids 
and bubbles, there have been calculations made with regard to the 
void l a t t i c e  structure which do not make th is  assumption 
[75 ,76,77,78,  79 ) .  In t h e i r  calculations these authors have also 
accepted that  large voids are highly faceted unlike the spherical  
models used in the image simulation f i e l d .  Using the more r e a l i s t i c  
shape for a cavity Leads to problems when calculat ing the 
displacement f i e l d .  Eshelby's (80) discussion of the general 
elLipsoidal inclusion implies that a spherical void can be simulated 
by an appropriate spherical inclusion. Unfortunately th is  simple 
model does not apply to a highly faceted void.
The approach used by the workers [75 to 79) is based on the fac t  
that  the displacement a t  any point in a matrix is  re la ted ,  v ia  a 
Green’ s function, to the force acting a t  any other point ( 8 1 ) .  The 
displacement is given by:
ui [r) = Gij 1 r _ r'l Fj trj 2.15
where U^(r) is  the displacement a t  point r ,  in d irect ion i .
F; ( r )  is  the force in d i rect ion  j  centred on r 'i
G . • is  the Green's function.
Thus the displacement a t  point r ,  in d i rect ion  i f due to a force F 
centred on point r '  and in d i rect ion  j ,  is  given by the Green's 
function G -  times that  force. Bacon e t .  a l .  (82) recently published 
a useful review of the theory of  l a t t i c e  defects in which the Green's 
function method is  explained.
In order to use th is  method some system of forces must be derived 
to represent the void. Stoneham (76) used radia l  forces applied a t  
various posit ions on a sphere centered on the void. He t r ie d  four 
sets of forces; simple cubic acting along <100> ; body centred cubic 
acting along <111> ; face centered cubic acting along <110> and also 
a spherical force. In th is  paper he does not give a meaningful 
assessment as to which forces may best represent the void. Malen and 
Bui Lough (75) represent the void by a spatia l  d is r ibut ion  of body 
force with body centered cubic symmetry. They achieved th is  by 
imposing eight equal point forces an equal distance from the or ig in  
and each acting towards the or igin  aLong a <111>. These authors 
admit that th e i r  ' s ta r  of forces' representation of a void is  rather  
crude but point out that  a precise model of a faceted void would be 
extremely complicated.
Faivre (83) used the method suggested by Eshelby (80) to ca lculate  
the eLastic f i e l d  due to a per fec t ly  coherent prec ip i ta te  having the 
form of a rectangular para l le lepiped.  In th is  work he assumed that
the mater ia l  was e la s t i c a l l y  isotropic  and homogeneous. I t  is
i m p l ic i t  in th is  method that  the eLastic constants o f . the  materia l  in 
the inclusion are the same as those in the matrix m ater ia l .  Melander 
(84) considers anisotropy in his calculat ions of the strong and weak 
beam contrast from cuboidal inclusions. He again assumes that  the 
e la s t ic  constants in the defect are equal to those in the matrix.  
When model Ling the stra in  f i e l d  due to a cavity th is  approximation 
amounts to ignoring the missing material  with in the cav i ty .  The 
errors involved in using th is  method have been discussed by Meissner 
(111) .  Further discussion of th is point and a new technique for  
modelling Large faceted cav i t ies  with non-spherical ly symmetric 
stra in  f ie ld s  w i l l  be given in section 5.4  of th is  report.
There are many variables involved in image simulation and before 
moving to the de ta i ls  of the techniques involved i t  may be useful to  
l i s t  the parameters and t h e i r  e f fect  on the image ,see also B e l l  e t .  
a l . (85) .
2 .3 .  Parameters involved in image simulation
(a) Fo i I  thickness:
The level of the background in tens i ty  depends on the re lationship  
between the f o i l  thickness and the ex t inct ion  distance of the 
operating r e f le c t io n .  I f  the f o i l  is an in tegra l  number of ex t inc t ion  
distances th ick , the  br ight  f i e l d  background is  a maximum and the dark 
f i e l d  background is  a minimum. I f  the f o i l  is an odd number of h a l f  
ext inct ion  distances th ick  the br ight  fieLd in tens i ty  is a minimum 
and the dark f i e l d  in tensi ty  is a maximum.
(b) Cavity dimensions:
The e f fe c t  of  the size of the cavity depends on the thickness of  
the f o i l  in which the cavity  is s i tuated.  Small bubbles, of size less 
than about one quarter of an ext inct ion distance w i l l  be in v is ib le  in 
th ick  f o i l s  i f  imaged in focus. This is  because the cavity  w i l l  act 
as a pure phase object and thus has no e f fec t  on the in tens i ty  a t  the 
lower f o i l  surface. The cavity w i l l  however be v is ib le  i f  imaged in 
the defocussed mode. Large cav i t ies  in thick f o i l s  exh ib i t  contrast  
mainly due to normal absorption, the contrast result ing from the 
difference in f o i l  thickness traversed by the electron beams which 
pass through the cavity  and those that  do not. The cavity need not 
appear br ighter  than the background,* th is  depends on the re lat ionship  
between the-  cavity dimension p a ra l le l  to the electron beam,the f o i l  
thickness and the ext inct ion  distance of the operating r e f le c t io n .
( c3 Defect depth:
When the d i f f r a c t io n  conditions are such that  the deviat ion from 
the Bragg condition is  zero the depth of the defect ,  for  large 
cav i t ies  does not e f fec t  the image. I f  the cavity is small enough 
such that  there is a s ig n i f ican t  stra in  contribut ion to the contrast  
the depth of the defect becomes important.  The contrast behaviour 
becomes more complex for d i f f r a c t io n  conditions f a r  from the Bragg 
posit ion as the sign and magnitude of the contrast depend on the 
posit ion of the cav ity .
(d) Extinction distance:
Changing the ext inct ion  distance of the operating re f lec t io n  is  
e f fe c t iv e ly  a l te r in g  the f o i l  thickness. The e f fec t ive  ext inct ion  
distance is given by:
L  *  l / f  *  ‘ ‘ 5 , ' )
2.16
r  Y
where £ is  the ext inct ion  distance a t  the Bragg angle 
s is the deviation parameter.
Thus the e f fe c t ive  ext inct ion  distance can be changed by varying the
value of s or by changing the operating r e f le c t io n .
te) D i f f ra c t io n  vector g:
Lower order re f lec t ions have lower ext inct ion distances and are
normally used as they are more readi ly  ava i lab le .  For stra in  contrast
work however i t  is preferable to use higher order re f lec t ions  having 
longer ext inct ion distances.
( f )  Anomalous absorption parameter:
The absorption distance is  given by the equation:
i '
'3r 0
where c is  the minimum absorption distance.
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Thus the absorption distance is a function of ext inct ion  distance  
and of the deviation parameter. I t  is  generally assumed that  the 
absorption distance is much larger than the ext inct ion distance with
the approximate re lationship:
5} = 0.10 2.18
5;
Ig] Deviation parameter s:
The Bragg posit ion , where s = 0,  represents the posit ion that  
approaches the optimum for obtaining s t ra in  contrast images. This is  
because t i l t i n g  or rotation of the l a t t i c e  near a defect can cause 
e i th e r  a local increase or decrease in the transmitted in tensi ty  from 
the background in a perfect c rys ta l .  I f  the background is  a t  a 
maximum stra in  images are strongest with s/^ 0 as th is  allows the
in tens i ty  to vary up or down. Exactly a t  the Bragg posit ion the 
in tensi ty  could not increase. The deviation parameter plays an 
important role in determining, for defects d istr ibuted throughout a 
f o i l ,  which defects display most contrast.
(h) Focussing conditions:
The apparent shape and size of a cavity  is great ly  influenced by 
the distance of the focussing plane of the object ive lens from the 
lower f o i l  surface. Cavit ies which are almost in v is ib le  when imaged 
in focus exh ib i t  strong contrast in e i th er  over or underfocussed 
images.
CHAPTER THREE
EXPERIMENTAL
Introducti  on
The experimental work in th is  project can be s p l i t  in to  two main 
areas. One was to produce and image voids in a high voltage electron
l
microscope with a view to obtaining a value for the i n t e r s t i t i a l  
bias. The other was to obtain helium bubble images in wel l  defined 
d i f f r a c t io n  conditions using standard electron microscopes to match 
to those obtained from the computations. The comparison of the 
experimental and theoret ica l  images may shed some l ig h t  on the
approximate value of the pressure of gas in a bubble.
3 .1 .  Defect Bi as
The experimental technique used to study the defect bias in nickel  
in th is  project follows d i re c t ly  that  used by Fisher e t .  a l .  (93 in 
th e i r  analysis of copper. Equations 1.12  and 1.13 show that  the
magnitude of the function Zx -  Zv is of importance in the study of  
swelling. Unfortunately nei ther  the magnitude of the Z^ s themselves 
nor of the bias are well  established. The bias is  given by:
B = ( Zx -  Zv 3 /  Z x  3.1
The expressions given for Z^ are derived from calculat ion of the
dislocation to point defect interactions due to the stress f i e l d  of  
the dis location and the point defect re laxat ion volume AV^. Various 
workers have calculated the vacancy formation voLume in nickel and 
have arrived a t  simiLar resul ts (63. The results suggest a vacancy 
relaxat ion volume of approximately 0.19JI. With regard to the
i n t e r s t i t i a l  relaxat ion volume the s i tuat ion  is  less c lear  as
calculated values vary by a factor  of two (6 ) .
Thus the determination of [ Z -j. -  Zv) and E^ are the major
problems set by the parameters in equa t i  ons 1 .12 to 1 .18 .  Equation 
1.13 suggests that  the resul ts of a dislocat ion Loop growth 
experiment a t  one temperature would y ie ld  a set of ambiguous values 
for  I B , E ^ ) where B represents the i n t e r s t i t i a l  b ias.  Repeating 
the experiment a t  d i f f e r e n t  temperatures and pLotting the values of  
bias against those values of E* which y ie ld  the observed growth rate
y
a t  each temperature should y ie ld  unique values of bias and En 
sat isfy ing the results a t  a l l  temperatures. I f  ( Zx -  Zv ) and E^ can 
be determined then a comparison of loop and void growth in the ear ly  
stages of i r ra d ia t io n  w i l l  y ie ld  information on the void sink 
strength. Using equations 1 .12  and 1.13 the fol lowing re lationship  
between the void and loop growth rate can be obtained:
The HVEM is  the most suitable  instrument to carry out these 
experiments as temperature can be varied accurately and eas i ly  and 
void and Loop growth data can be obtained. In equation 1.13 the 
observable parameters are the void and loop r a d i i ,  the void and Loop 
densit ies ,  the dislocat ion density and the f o i l  thickness. The 
methods used for measuring these factors are given in section 3 . 1 . 1 .
( + kt 3 4 7T ry
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where rv is  the void growth rate
and r^  is the Loop growth rate.
3 . 1 . 1 .  Measurement techniques
£ a 3 Dislocation density:
}
The l ine  dis location density was measured using the method of  
Ham (86 ) .  A set of random lines with a to ta l  Length, L,was drawn in 
area, A, on the micrograph p r in t .  The number of in tersect ions,  N, 
which the grid Lines made with the dis locations was counted. The 
to ta l  projected length, R^,,of d is locat ion l ine  in the given area,  
A,on a micrograph is given by:
Rp = TT NA/2L 
The dis location density is given by:
^  = 4tyAtTV  
where t  is the foiL thickness.
From equations 3.2 and 3.3 i t  can be seen that
/°d = 2N/L t  
lb) Fo i I  thickness:
The f o i l  thickness was e i ther  estimated by counting the number 
of fr inges in an adjacent grain boundary [87) or by stereomicroscopy 
i f  suitable  surface i r r e g u la r i t i e s  were present. In the former case 
the f o i l  thickness, t ,  is  given approximately by:
3 .4
t  = n£ 3.6
where n is  the number of fr inges occurring
and I  is  the e f fe c t ive  ext inct ion distance corresponding to
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the d i f f r a c t io n  vector being used.
In order for the e f fe c t ive  ext inct ion distance to be as close as 
possible to the tabulated value of ext inct ion distance the value of  
the deviation parameter, s, should be a minimum. Thus the d i f f r a c t io n  
conditions were such that  s 0 when the number of fr inges was
if,. ;;
counted.
(c) Stereomicroscopy
Stereomicroscopy has been used in measuring the dis locat ion  
loop density and the void density. I t  has also been used in some
cases to measure the f o i l  thickness. The theory of the method and the
errors involved have been discussed by NankivelI  [ 8 8 ] .  Hudson e t . a l .
(89) have given the optimum t i l t  angles to use as a function of f o i l  
thickness and magnif ication.
The pr inc ip le  of th is method is  that  two micrographs are taken 
of the same area of the specimen at  the same magnificat ion but a t  
d i f fe r e n t  angles of t i l t .  The project ion of the posit ion of  an 
a r t i f a c t  within the f o i l  w i l l  depend on the depth of the a r t i f a c t .T h e  
paral lax can then be measured between pairs of points.  This can be 
measured e i th e r  with a stereoviewer, or , i f  indiv idual  defects can be 
eas i ly  id e n t i f ie d  a ruler  can be used. The author has used an (x ,y )  
t ra v e l l in g  microscope which has been modified to take the readings 
semi-automaticalLyr at  Berkeley Nuclear Laboratory. The voltage
analogues of the readings are taken on a d ig i t a l  voltmeter which is  
interfaced to a compatible desk computer which produces the required 
heights (36 ) .  The para l lax ,  AY , is  related to the angle of  
t i I t , $ , between the two micrographs, the magnif ication, M, and the 
v e r t ic a l  separati on,A h, of  the two points by the re la t ion :
AY = 2AhM sinj9_ 3 .7
2
(d) Void density
In order to determine the void density i t  is  not s u f f ic ie n t  to
count the number of voids present in an area on the micrograph and
calculate the volume assuming that  the voids are d is tr ibuted
throughout the f o i l .  The presence of a layer close to each surface
denuded of voids would make void density measurements of th is  form
spurious. Using stereomicroscopy of an area containing a reasonable
number of voids the width of the void layer,  t^ ,  can be determined.
The void density p  , in an area, A, containing n voids, can then be
h
calculated from the re la t ion :
A =  n / h t d 3.8
(e) Dislocation loop density
When calculat ing the dis location Loop density i t  must be 
remembered that  some proportion of loops wiLl be in v is ib le  depending 
on the d i f f r a c t io n  vector being used. This is  because of the g.b 
i n v i s i b i l i t y  c r i te r io n .  Hirsch e t .  a l .  (87) l i s t  the proportion of
i n v is ib le  Loops as a function of the operating d i f f ra c t io n  
conditions. I f  the number of loops present in an area A i s ,  a f te r  
adjustment to include in v is ib le  loops, n^ ,then the loop density,  
NL, is  given by:
Nl= ni /  Atd 3 -9
( f ) Void and loop radi i
Dislocation Loop rad i i  are measured as h a l f  the largest
apparent distance between opposite edges of the Loop [90 ,91 ) .  The 
void dimensions were obtained by assuming that the voids were
spherical and measuring the radius of the smallest sphere which would 
enclose the void (92) .  A l l  high voltage micrographs were were taken 
a t  magnifications of 20K or 30K. Focussing a t  very high
magnifications using th ick  f o i l s  is  impossible and thus the
magnifications used were as high as possible.
3 . 1 . 2 .  Specimen preparation
Nickel was received in the form of 50/Hm sheets of 99.995% 
pur i ty .  Discs of 3mm diameter were punched from th is  and annealed for  
one hour at  7B0°C. The discs were then thinned using a Struers  
Tenupol tw in - je t  eLectro-pol isher .  The e lec t ro ly te  used was 80% 
ethanol,  10% glyceroL and 10% perchlor ic  acid at  a temperature of  
approximately 10*C. MethanoL was used to rinse the discs which were 
then dried using L in t - f ree  t issue paper.
The specimen discs were then ready to be i r rad ia ted  in the 1MeV
electron microscope to study the void growth.
3 .2 .  Helium bubble imaging
. J
I r r a d ia t i o n  produced helium bubbles in niobium/1% zirconium and 
vanadium were imaged using the 100B and 200CX JOEL electron  
microscopes in the Microstructural Studies Unit a t  Surrey Univers ity .  
The samples were received in 3mm disc form with a l l  the necessary 
preparation having been carried out by S .K.Tyler .  The d e ta i ls  of the 
preparation technique are given by TyLer in reference 39 but a b r i e f  
summary may be usefuL. Helium gas was introduced in to  the 25/fm f o i l s  
by sequential  implantation a t  220,140,100 and 50keV nominaL ly a t  room 
temperature. This treatment resulted in a uniform helium 
concentration of about 1at% at  a l l  depths between .2y1m and ,£^ rm from 
the impLanted surface. The specimens were then annealed and then 
electropolished to a suitable thickness. The Vanadium specimens 
studied in th is  work were annealed a t  1150*b for 8 hours and the 
niobium/1% zirconium specimens were annealed a t  1250*0 for  e i ther  2 or 
8 hours.
The bubble dimensions were determined by measuring the Length of
the projected edges of the bubble with s u f f ic ie n t  defocus to ensure
clear  edge images. Bubble images were usualLy obtained with about 
120K magnification on the negative and with about .EJ/im of defocus. 
The defocus ca l ib ra t ion  for the microscopes was obtained from the 
manufacturer.
CHAPTER FOUR
j
DEFECT BIAS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4 . 1 .  Defect Bias
Quant itat ive analysis of the experimental data was performed 
using the simulation program of Fisher et.  a l . ( 9 ) .  A flow chart of 
th is  program is reproduced as f igure  4 . 1 .  I t  was stated in section  
3.1 that  values must be found for  and AVT . In the program the 
parameters are varied and the pairs of values which give the best 
match between the theoret ica l  and the observed void growth rate 
noted.
The simulation program is based on equations 1.8 to 1 .18 .  From 
equation 1 .12  to 1.13 growth rates are calculated for  a small time 
increment and the sink strengths are then updated a t  the end of th is  
increment. New defect concentrations are calculated which are used to 
calculate new growth rates for  the next time increment. Any
discussion of the nucleation problem is avoided in the program by
star ting with the observed density of dis locat ion loops a t  an 
arb i t ra ry  small size and introducing the voids a t  the dose and size  
with which they are f i r s t  observed. In tes t  calculat ions Fisher et .
a l .  found that the loop growth rate was insensit ive  to star t ing  size
and chose an i n i t i a l  Loop radius of 50A. I t  is  reasonable to 
introduce the observed Loop density immediately as the loop 
nucleation time is e f fe c t iv e ly  zero. I f  the loop nucleation time was 
measurably non-zero then the calculat ions could be started a t  th is  
Later time.
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C a lc u la t e  void growth for those voids n u c l e a t e d  in 
t he  f i r s t  N s t eps .
FIGURE [^ \ The Computer Program Flow Diagram.
From the Loop growth rate and measured Loop density a saturat ion  
radius and saturat ion time can be determined a t  which Loop 
in te ra c t io n  begins. At times greater than th is  the disLocation 
network density was introduced in to  the program. Figure 4 .2  shows a 
typicaL i r r a d ia t io n  sequence with Loops inte racting to form a network 
and then voids appearing and subsequently growing. This i r r a d ia t i o n  
took pLace a t  a temperature of 485e’C and wi L L be used as an exampLe 
of evaluation of the experimental data.  The defect st ructure present 
as a result  of i r r a d ia t io n  at  420t) is  shown as f igure  4 . 3 .  In th is  
f igu re  the d i f f r a c t io n  condit ions are adjusted to show the grain  
boundary fr inges.
4 . 1 . 1 .  Derivat ion of data to be input to the program
The electron f lux  was measured using a Faraday cage and used to 
calculate the dose and damage rate .  A typical  Faraday cage reading 
was 7mV recorded through a 1MTL resistor  such that  the current  wes
- 97*10 amps. From the area of the aperture, of diameter 0.325/fm, the 
electron f lux was calculated to be approximately 5*10 13em'x s-1 . The 
displacement rate could then be calculated using equation 1 .4  to be 
about 2 *10*dpas-1 using a displacement cross section of  40 barns 
[22) .
Measurement of the mean Loop radii  was made by measuring the 
radi i  of about one hundred Loops in each of the micrographs. The loop 
density was calculated by counting the number of loops occurring in a 
given volume of the specimen allowing for  i n v i s i b i l i t y  c r i t e r i a .  In 
th is  case there 145 loops v is ib le  in a 10cm *  10cm area on the p r in t  
using g = [2 2 0 ] .  Thus one sixth of the loops are in v is ib le  es they
N i c k e l  te m p .  = 485 C, mag. = 60K
a. . 0 .2 7  d. p. a.
D ls lo c a t I  on 
Loop regime
b. 0 .60  d . p .a .
loops beginning  
to  In te r a c t
c. 2 .1 0  d . p . a .  d. 3 .5 6  d . p .a .
Voids are  
now v i s i b l e
e. 4 .05  d . p . a .  f .  6 .46  d . p .a .
0. 17/t m
Figure 4.2 Irradiation sequence

N i c k e l  te m p .  = 420 C, mag. = 60K
Dose = 17 d . p . a .  .
0.1
Figure 4.3 Grain boundary fringes

have a Burgers vector of type a /2  [ 1 1 0 ] .  Thus the number of loops 
in th is  area is  174.
From stereomicroscopy of the void Layer the paralLax between the 
top and bottom void is measured a t  5.5mm which corresponds to a 
v e r t ic a l  height di fference of 3300A. between the Lowest and highest  
void. The magnif ication on the pr in t  is  60K which means that  there
- i 3
are 174 Loops in a volume of 9.2*10 cm which in turn Leads to a
Loop density of 1.85*10 Loops cm . The f o i l  thickness was estimated
a t  4300A as f iv e  thickness fr inges could be seen using g = [3 1 1]
for which the ext inct ion  distance a t  1MeV is  850A. The d is locat ion  
density was measured using the method of Ham explained in section
3 . 1 . 1 .  In the d is locat ion Loop regime the dis location Line density is  
calculated using the formuLa:
fi. = 2TYr N 4.1/a L L
where r^  is  the mean loop r a d i i .
The mean void radius was obtained by measuring of the order of one
hundred voids in each micrograph. The void density was calculated in 
a similar  way to the d is locat ion Loop density.
The loop in te rac t ion  radius is  given by:
Bx = 3VV  4ITNl  
where is the loop density.  In th is  case NL =1.85  
cm-3 and therefore R- l=  1800A.
The void rad i i  and density data are tabulated in tabLe 4.1 
and plotted in f igures 4 .4  and 4.5 against dose. The d is locat ion  loop 
rad i i  and dis locat ion l ine  density data are plotted in f ig u re  4 .4  and
4.2
*  10li+ loops
Dose / d . p . a Voi d
density /  *  10 cm
Void 
radius /  A
2.14 --------- 56
3...5B 1.3 74
4.05 0.91 85
4.72 1 .08 90
6.46 1.1 105
7.27 0.97 109
Table 4.1 Void growth data at  485°C
Mean Loop 
radi i /  A
Dose
/  d.p.a
Di slocat ion  
l ine  density 
/ * 1 0* cm cnf ^
370 0.18 -------
445 0.27 12.0
1100 0.60 5.2
1 .34 3.3
2.12 2.3
3.57 1.9
4.05 2.8
4.75 3.1
Table 4 .2  Dislocation Loop radii  and l ine  density 
d a ta , i r ra d ia t io n  temperature = 485°C
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4.5 and tabulated in table 4 .2 .  The magnitude of the error  in the
dis locat ion Line density depends on the error in the estimate of the 
to ta l  f o i l  thickness. This error  has been minimised by counting the 
number of thickness fr inges near the s = 0 posit ion (87 ) .  According 
to Hirsch e t .  a l .  (87) f o i l  thickness can be measured to an accuracy 
of + 5% in th is  condit ion.
In a 1MeV microscope i t  is almost impossible to operate with only 
two beams as systematic re f lec t ions  always occur strongly due to the 
f la tness of the Ewald sphere. Thus there w i l l  be an error  in the
magnitude of the ext inct ion  distance used to ca lculate the f o i l
thickness. The to ta l  error  in the measurement of f o i I  thickness has 
been estimated to be about 20% which is t ranslated d i re c t ly  to be the 
error in the d is locat ion l ine  density.  This is  in accordance with the 
estimate by Ham (86) .
The estimate of void and dis location Loop densit ies  depends on 
the accuracy obtained using stereomicroscopy. I t  has been pointed out 
by Hirsch e t .  e l .  that  the + 5% error  claimed by Nankivel l  (101) can 
only be achieved with careful a t tent ion to the microscope t i l t
holder.  By matching a Large number of voids in the stereo pa ir  i t  is  
f e l t  that  the error in estimating the defect layer width has been 
minimised but w i l l  s t i l l  be of the order of 10%.
Measuring the void dimension by taking the radius of the 
smallest sphere which would f i t  over i t  would give a Large error  in 
calculat ing the extent of volume swell ing. This experiment however 
requires only information on the increase in the void size and so 
th is  is  a convenient parameter to measure. The void rad i i  can be
measured to an accuracy of'±-0.05mm on the micrographs which are
printed to 60K magnif ication.  Thus the error in the void size  
measurements is  of the order of 20A.
Loop radi i  measurement is  Less accurate as the width of the dark 
band from which measurements were made is  var iab le .  Figure 4 . 2(aJ 
shows some Loops with no dark band along t h e i r  Longer axis and some 
with a dark band. Measurements of Loop diameter were always made to 
the inside of th is  dark band, i f  i t  was v i s ib le .  The Loop diameter 
could be measured to an accuracy of + 0.25mm on the p late  which
corresponds to + 40A on the specimen.
» I
The data to be input to the program is summarised, for three
temperatures, in table 4 .3 .  The experiment carried out a t  440 C was 
not continued in to  the void regime. Table 4.3 does not include the 
estimated errors as i t  shows the specif ic  values which were used to 
simulate the microstructural development.
4 . 1 . 2 .  Analysis of output
Figure 4.6  shows a typicaL page of output from the program. The 
output is searched to f ind ,  for each value of vacancy migration 
energy, a calculated saturat ion time close to the observed saturat ion  
t ime. The i n t e r s t i t i a l  re laxat ion volume and vacancy migration  
energies for which th is  condition holds are noted. These are 
tabulated for the three temperatures in table 4 .4  and plotted as 
f igure  4 .7 .  The quoted values of A \lx are + 0.025*1. Each curve in th is  
f igure  represents pairs of values ofAVx and which f i t  the loop 
growth data at  a p a r t ic u la r  temperature. The values of AVX and E^ ,
I r ra d i  at ion  
temperature /  C 440 485 525
Loop density,
/  *  i o ' W 2.9 1 .76 .40
In te ra c t i  on 
radius /  A 930 1100 1820
Saturation  
time /  s 660 300 413
Growth rate  
/  A s” 1.36 3.7 4.4
Max. dis locat ion  
dens ity / ’MO’ cm cm” 1-7 1.2 0.45
Min. dis locat ion  
density/ *10 cm cm 4.0 2.0 2.5
Foi I  thickness  
/  A 4900 4300 5000
Dose rate  
/ 1 0 3d .p .a .s l 2.0 2.0 2.0
Dose a t  which 
voids appear/d .p.a . ----- 2.1 3.6
Radius with which 
voi ds appear /A 56 95
Table 4.3 Void and loop growth data
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F ig .  4 .6  T y p ic a l  page o f  output from the r a d i a t i o n  
damage s im u la t io n  program.
I r r a d ia t io n  
temperature/ C
440 485 525
En / e V A Vx/n. Avx/ a AVjVa
1 .00 0.225 0.225 0.225
1 .05 0.225 0.225 0.225
1 .10 0.225 0.25 0.25
1 .15 0.225 0.275 0.25
1 .20 0.225 0.30 0.25
1 .25 0.25 0.325 0.275
1 .30 0.25 0.35 0.30
1.35 0.275 0.425 0.35
1 .40 0.30 0.50 0.40
1 .45 0.35 0.60 0.55
1 .50 0.475 0.80 0.75
1.55 0.65 ------- -------
1.60 0.825 ------- -------
Table 4.4  Values of I n t e r s t i t i a l  re laxat ion Volume 
and Vacancy migration energy.
A
vx
/a
N i eke I
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40 -
0.3 0 ,
0.20
E rro r  bar0.10
0.00
1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60
£  /®V 
F i g u r e  4 . 7  A V X v s
where the curves cross sa t is fy  the Loop growth rate a t  a l l  three
vtemperatures. Thus a value for the bias, B, and E0  can be found
irrespect ive  of the precise va r ia t ion  of B and with temperature.
vFrom f igure  4 .7  i t  can be seen that  the curves cross over with En 
between 1.1eV and 1 ,2eV which corresponds to E to E1 in the 
f igure.The corresponding value of AVX is about 0.25 '(+ 0.025ki. i . e .  F 
to F1 in the f igure .  Thus E ^ = 1 .15  (± 0.05)eV and 0.25ji. The
bias corresponding to these values is  6.5%.
The vaLue of En is  in good agreement with that of 1 ,2(+ 0.2)eV  
found by DLubek e t .  a l .  [102) using a positron ann ih i la t ion  method. 
I t  also agrees with the values of =1 .2eV given by Yoo and StiegLer
[90) and K ir i tan i  and Takata [7J. Yoo and S t ie g le r  found the 
i n t e r s t i t i a l  bias to be 6% for nickel which again agrees well  with
the value obtained in th is  work.
\f
Having determined E^ and AVX from the loop growth data the
subsequent void growth may be analysed in d e ta i l .  This has been
carried out for the i r rad ia t ions  at  485°C and 525°C. Figure 4 .8  and 
table 4.5 show the experimental results at  the two temperatures and 
the computed results  assuming a simple d i f fus ion controlled mechanism 
for void growth. The agreement between the computed and experimental  
curves is  reasonable, especia l ly  a t  Low doses. At higher doses 
however the computed curve rises above the experimental one. Fisher  
e t .  a l .  found t h e i r  calculated curve to be higher than the 
experimental in t h e i r  analysis of void growth in copper. They
suggested increasing the value of the interface radius [ r  in 
equation 1.15) to lower the calculated growth rate.  This implies that  
the growth is being model Led as surface controlled d i f fu s io n .
485°C 525°C
Voi d r adi i /A Void rad i i  /A
Dose
/ d . p . a .
exp. theory Dose
/ d . p . a .
exp. theory
2.1 56 — 3.55 95 —
3.0 —  • .. 66.5 4.0 — 105
3.6 74 — 4.6 116 —
4.0 — 85 4.  85 116 —
4.05 85 — 5.0 — 121
4.72 90 — 5.65 130 —
5.0 — 98 6.0 — 138
6.0 — 108 7.0 — 141
7.0 — 114 8.0 141 156
7.2 110 —
8 .0 — 119
Table 4.5  Observed and calculated void rad i i  at  
two i r r a d ia t io n  temperatures
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Sim ple  d i f f u s i o n  c o n t r o l  a t  485*C and 525'C
160.00
140.00
120 .00  -
100.00
80.00
60.00 -
A 485'C exp. 
v 485*0 theory
s 525*C exp.
*  525*C theory
<$> B
0
0
0
0 0
0  V A
V
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V
V
40.00
20.00
E r r o r  b a r
A V t  =  0 .  2 5
E l  = 1 . 1 5eV
0.00 . I________ I________I________ I________ I________ I________ I________ I___
0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 3.00 7.00 8.00
Dose / d . p . a .
9.00
F ig u re  4 .8  Void growth curves
Voi d radi i / A
Dose
/ d . p . a . Exp.
In te r face  radius /  A 
2.5 52 100 150 200
2.1 56
3 — 67 67 67 67 67
3.6 74
4 — 85 83 81 79 77
4.1 85
4.7 90
5 — 98 95 92 90 87
6 — 108 105 102 99 96
6.3 105
7 — 117 114 110 108 104
7.2 110 — —
8 — 124 122 118 114 112
Table 4.6 Void growth data for varying 
in terface r a d i i .
Varying Interface radii 485 C
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F ig u re  4 .9  Void growth curves
Figure 4.9 and table 4.6 show the experimental data points at  485° C
along with those computed with various values of r . The agreement 
\
between the calculated and experimental growth curves is  best with r* 
= 100A. This is  of the same order as found by Fisher e t .  a l .  [ 9 ) .
Assuming an interface  controlled mechanism may not be the best
explanation. This factor  enters the equation as:
Y = 471 r *  4.3
ry + r *
Thus as the void radius increases the rj" term becomes dominant. This 
means tha t  the model w i l l  not change the calculated growth rate in 
such a way as to Lower the growth rate at  Large rad i i  more than a t  
small r a d i i .
I t  shoul'd also be noted that  th is  model involves a thin spherical  
she l l  surrounding a void which modifies the capture e f f ic iency  of  the 
void for point defects.  As Large voids are strongly faceted th is  
modeL may not be appl icable.
An a l te rn a t ive  approach would be to assert that  voids may, as do 
dislocations, have a preference for i n t e r s t i t i a l s  over vacancies. 
This preference for i n t e r s t i t i a l s  could, as with dis locat ions,  be due 
to the stronger in teract ion  with an i n t e r s t i t i a l  than a vacancy due 
to e i ther  size e f fec t  interactions or stress f i e l d  in te ra c t ions .  The 
void bias is  Likely to be less than the d is locat ion ,b ias  and thus 
more vacancies than i n t e r s t i t i a l s  would s t i l l  a r r ive  a t  void surfaces 
because, although the i n t e r s t i t i a l s  are more strongly a t t rac ted  to 
the void than vacancies, there would be fewer i n t e r s t i t i a l s  ava i lab le  
as they are even more strongly at tracted to the d is locat ions.  This
po s s ib i l i ty  has been investigated with the result  shown in f igure
4.10 and tabulated in table  4 . 7 .  Agreement between the experimental 
and calculated growth curve is  very good under th is  void bias
condition. The void bias used was 0.5% for i n t e r s t i t i a l s .  Mansur and 
V.'olfer (103) investigated the e f fec t  of solute segregation to voids 
by calculat ing the change in the capture e f f ic ien c ies  for  point  
defects of voids with,  and without,  a surrounding sh e l l .  During the 
course of th is  work they suggest that  a void with no surrounding 
she l l  has a large preference for inters 't i  t i  als over vacancies. For 
voids of radius greater than 40A they show a value of the order of 5% 
to 10% for th is  bias.
I t  was stated in section 3.1 that  measurement of defect bias and 
vacancy d i f f u s i v i t y  are the major problems set in equations 1.12  to 
1.18 .  In nickel th is  is  not s t r i c t l y  true as although there is  some 
controversy over the value of the bias the value of the vacancy 
migration energy is wel I  established. This gives a check on the 
v a l id i t y  of the technique of Fisher et .  a l .  The success of the method 
in arr iv ing a t  both the accepted value of and also a t  the Likely 
value of the bias means that  the technique may be applied to other 
materials in which the parameters are not so well  known.
Bui lough and Nelson (79) conclude that  the e la s t ic  in te ra c t ion  
between point defects and voids is  unl ike ly  to cause a s ig n i f ic a n t  
d r i f t  flow of point defects to voids. They base th is  ca lcu la t ion  on 
the fact that  as a point defect approaches a void the void surface 
can eventually be modelled as a plane free surface. This may be true 
for point defects approaching the void faces but for  those 
approaching the edges and corners, where the deformation due to
JVoi d radi i /  A
Dose
/ d . p . a .
experimental calculated with 
voi d bi as = 0.5%
2.1 56 —
3 — 67
3.6 74 —
4 86 82
4.7 90 —
5 — 93
6 — 102
6.3 105 —  ■
7 — 110
7.2 110 —
8 — 115
Table 4 .7  Void growth data calculated with 
a void bias of 0.5%
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stra in  may be higher, th is  may not be the case. More detai led
analysis of the form of the stra in  f i e l d  surrounding large faceted 
voids is  necessary before conclusions can be drawn, with any 
confidence, regarding the void to point defect in teract ions .
CHAPTER FIVE
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Introducti  on
Three contrast mechanisms contribute to the image seen in an 
electron microscope. These are thickness contrast,  d i f f r a c t io n  
contrast due to the deformation of the host l a t t i c e  around the defect  
and defocussing contrast .  In the l i t e r a t u r e  there are no simulations  
of image contrast which consider a l l  three of these mechanisms for  
r e a l i s t i c  morphologies.
In order to r e c t i f y  th is  s i tua t ion  the m ul t is l ice  matrix method of  
Tholen [65] has been adapted assuming both the column approximation 
and the two beam approximation to be v a l id .  Computations have been 
carr ied out for three stra in  condit ions:
[a] Brick or cube shaped cav i t ies  with no surrounding s t ra in  f i e l d
[b] Small spherical or cubic cav i t ies  surrounded by a sphericaLly  
symmetric stra in  f i e l d
[c] Brick or cube shaped cav i t ie s  which have a non-spherical ly 
symmetric stra in  f i e l d  associated with them.
The parameters which must be var iable in an image simulation  
program are l is ted  below:
11) Defect size and shape
[2] Defect depth
[3] D i f f ra c t io n  vector operating (jg)
[4] Deviation from the Bragg condit ion (s)
[5] Fo i l  thickness and or ienta t ion
[6] Extinct ion distance
[7] Focussing condit ions and microscope aberrations.
These parameters w i l l  be discussed in the context of case (a) but 
they w i l l  c lear ly  appear in the other two cases.
*
5 .1 .  Cavit ies with no associated s t ra in  f i e l d
The technique used does not exclude spherical cav i t ies  but as they 
are not the most in terest ing  shape only a small amount of e f f o r t  has 
been spent on them. The adaptation of ThoLen's method is  represented 
by f igure  5 .1 .  As there is no stra in  f i e l d  present the absorption and 
scattering matrices Ax need onLy be calculated once as the e f fe c t ive  
s value w i l l  remain unchanged through the f o i l .  Taking coLumn 1 as an 
example the wave matrix a t  the bottom of the f i r s t  s l ice is  A0t which 
then becomes the incident  wave a t  the top of the second s l ic e .  The 
wave matrix a t  the bottom of the second sLice is  A . A . /  as the 
absorption matrix is  the same for th is  s l ic e .  For column 1 th is  
process is repeated u n t i l  the lower f o i l  surface is reached.
Column 2 however t ravels  through the cavity and so must be 
treated d i f f e r e n t ly .  Again the absorption and scattering matrix  is  
the same as that for column 1, say A. Thus the wave incident  a t  the 
top of the second sl ice is A.0 and that  at  the bottom of th is  s l ice  
is  A.A.j^. This procedure is repeated u n t i I  the cavity is encountered. 
I t  is then assumed that  only the phase of the wave changes u n t i l  the 
matrix materia l  is again encountered. For example i f  the wave matrix  
a t  a point Q on the diagram i s 0 , then the wave matrix a t  Q1 is  also 
taken to be ^0. This step incorporates the di fference in the amount of  
normal absorption suffered by an electron beam passing through the 
defect to one passing only through perfect c rys ta l .  Thus the  
m u lt ip l ica t io n  suggested in equation 2.7 is unnecessary in th is
fol I top surface
column 2column
fol I lower s u r fa c e
FIgure 5.1 Mu I t  Is11ce mode I
formulation. The procedure of successive m ul t ip l ica t ion  by the 'A1 
matrices then begins again u n t i l  the Lower f o i l  surface is  reached. 
I f  the in focus image is  required the phase change occurring between 
Q and QL1 is  i r r e le v a n t  as only the intensity  is needed. The intensi ty  
is the wave mult ip l ied  by i t s  complex conjugate so the phase term 
disappears.
I t  is clear  from the preceeding discussion that  there must be 
some means of deciding i f  the point being considered is  inside or 
outside the cav ity .  Defect s ize,  shape and depth are var iable  in the 
tes t  for th is  condition. When the centre of the cav i ty * is  coincident  
with the f o i l  or ig in  the coordinates of the point in terms of the 
f o i l  axes can be transformed to points in terms of the cavity axes 
by:
[h k L ]v=
^  = ±  ( “Al
J AB V |<A
where A = (h +ka +L7*
B = ( I "  + k l
[h k U v represent the coordinates in terms of the void axes 
[h k U^represent  the coordinates in terms of the foiL axes.
I f  the cavity centre is  not positioned in the middle of the f o i l  
but a t  a depth, De, the transformation must be a l te re d .  This 
s i tua t ion  is represented by f igure  5 .2 .  The coordinates of the cavity  
centre in f o i l  terms are 10,0, -Dm) where Dm is given by:
Dm = ( t / 2  -De) .
Therefore:
k + L h B
-h k k B
-hi IB
5.1
5.2
f o i l  top surface
Or 1g 1n o f  ho le 1s at  
(0 ,0 ,  -  ( t / 2  -De))
t xf
f o i l  lower su r fa c e
Figure 5 .2  Axis transform at 1 on
Ch k L 3 = T.. 
v
f
5.3
A special  case is when [h k L3 = [N 0 0 ] .  In th is  case, i f  the 
void or ig in  is  a t  the foi I centre,  the void axes are coincident with 
the f o i l  axes and so no transformation is required. I f  the or ig ins  
are not coincident but the void is  a t  depth De only the z void 
coordinate must be changed as in the general case.
Defect size and shape are var iable  in the test  to decide i f  the 
point  in question is inside or outside the cav ity .  I f  the coordinates
/ >  iof a point in terms of the void axes are \  , Yv jZ^the test  to decide 
i f  the point is inside a spherical void of radius R would be:
A s im i la r  test  is  carried out for cubic or br ick  shaped cav i t ies  
where the defect dimensions are input into the program.
In the case where no stra in  f i e l d  is  present the operating jg vector  
merely enters the program via the value of the ext inct ion distance to 
be input.  The value of the deviation from the.  Bragg condition is  
input into the program in terms of w = s£ . Foi I thickness and
or ientat ion  are important parameters which are input with the f o i l
value of the extinct ion distance a t  s = 0 is  input to the program and 
changed to the e f fec t ive  ext inct ion  distance via equation 2 .16 .
o r ienta t ion  being the [h k I ]^in the transformation matrix .  The
The focussing conditions and lens aberrations are incorporated in
a s im i lar  manner to tha t  used by RLihle and Wilkens 167). A deta i led  
account of t ransfer  theory was given by Hanszen (94) and references 
95 and 96 are introductory texts  for  Fourier theory.
5 .2 .  Defocussing e f fe c ts  and lens aberrations
The pr inciples of th is  method were discussed in section 2.1 and 
represented in f igure  2 .4 .  For weak phase objects and in the 
isoplanat ic  approximation the influence of defocussing can be 
calculated in three steps.
.v
The Fourier t ra n s fo rm ^  of the am pl i tude^  exist ing a t  the lower 
f o i l  surface, say z =  t 1 is calculated by:
f  (t»£L) = / ^  t t ,£ )exp  (27fip. r ) dr 5.4
Where £  is  a two dimensional vector p a ra l le l  to the x-y plane in 
Fourier space and r  is a posit ion vector in the x-y plaite in real  
space.
The amplitudes of the Fourier partiaL waves have to be m ul t ip l ied
by a phase factor  T ( £ ) .  This phase factor  is known as the amplitude
transfer  function and accounts for the phase sh i f ts  of the Fourier
par t ia l  waves propagating from the plane z = t / 2  to z = t / 2  + A f .
T(j3) = exp(2TliW(£)A) .B(£) 5.5
where B(p.) is  the aperture function and W(£) is  the wave aberration  
function. The function W(£) can incLude the e f fec ts  due to spherical  
aberra t ion ,ax ia l  astigmatism and the defocussing e f fe c t .
W(£) = c,xV - Af a V  - (U p *1 — p‘ ) 5 .6
T “ — 2-----------
CA is  the ax ia l  astigmatism
£ , , £ , ,  are the components of p  p a r a l le l  to the x and y axis 
respectively  
B(fi) = 1  for p 4 
Bt£) = 0 for p > p ^  
where p X is the semi-angle of the object ive aperture.
rVxx
The influence of p a r t ia l  spa t ia l  coherence, due to the f i n i t e  
size of the eLectron source, and p a r t ia l  temporal coherence can be 
inserted in to  the program at  th is stage. P a r t i a l  temporal coherence 
[chromatic aberration) is  due to the electrons leaving the gun with a 
Maxwellian d is t r ibu t io n  of energy. The e f fec ts  of spat ia l  coherence 
on the coherent t ransfer  function may be approximated by an envelope
function which does not e f fec t  the phase of the coherent t ransfer
function [97) .  This envelope function is given, in the absence of  
astigmatism, by:
EsCp.) = exp( -7Vqo(Csp3^ -  A f  pAf ) 5.7
for a Gaussian source where is the e f fe c t iv e  source h a l f  width and 
the other symbols are as previously defined.
t
The e f fec ts  of the f i n i t e  energy spread of the beam may also be 
represented by an envelope function. This function is  given by 
Hanszen and Trepte [98) as:
= exp(-ntAlC^ AEJ£ l,) /1B ln (2 )E1 5.8
where Cc is the chromatic aberration co e f f ic ien t
V*A E is the f u l l  width a t  h a l f  height of the eLectron
1 energy d is t r ib u t io n
and E is the mean electron energy.
The t o ta l  t rans fe r  function is  given by: 
Tt£) = T ' ( £ ) . E s(£ ) .E t [£) 5.9
To calculate  the amplitude f i e l d  V ( t / 2 + A f , £ )  a t  the plane 
z = ( t /2+Af )  an’ inverse Fourier transform must be performed.
Riihle and Wilkens (67) imposed a condition of ro ta t iona l  symmetry 
on the cavity such th a t  an analy t ica l  solution could be found for  
th is  function. However th is  is  an unnecessary r e s t r ic t io n  as using 
fas t  Fourier transform routines the integrations can be performed 
numerically,  see also (99 ) .  Thus cav i t ies  of various shapes can be 
conveniently t reated.  As Fourier transforms operate in the complex 
domain and the t ransfer  function is complex the phase of the wave a t
the lower f o i l  surface becomes important in these calculat ions.  Thus
allowance must be made for  the phase change o f  the beam in passing 
through the cavity .
5 .3 .  Spherical s t ra in  f i e l d
When including the e f fe c t  of s tra in  f ie ld s  in contrast
calculat ions the method closely follows tha t  of Thol'en (65) discussed
in section 2 .1 .  The s t ra in  f i e l d  enters the calcu la t ion  in the 
determination of the e f fe c t ive  deviation parameter given by:
From equation 2.2
a -  g .d ( R ( z ) )
3z
where R(z) is  the displacement function due to the s t ra in  f i e l d  of
' f  ( t /2+Af,r . )  = yV'f t / 2 ,£.) .T(p)exp(-27Tip. r )dp 5.10
the defect .  The modeL is represented by f igure  5 .3 .  The displacement
f ieLd used was that  used by Brown and Mazey (100) for in e r t  gas
bubbles in solids.  The displacement, Ft,is given by:
R = 6 r cV/>A 5.11
with 6 = ( -2tf + P rt  ) / 4 / < r c 5.12
where f \  is  the shear modulus
^ is  the surface energy
P is the gas pressure in the bubble
rc is  the bubble radius
and p  is the distance of the point under consideration from
the centre of the bubble.
In column 1 of the diagram the displacement is calculated to be R,
at  the top of the f i r s t  s l ic e .  At the bottom of th is  s l ice  the
displacement is again calculated and is  found to be R^. In order to
find g.dR(z)/dz we then take:
g.dR(z) = g . ( Rx -  R, ) 5.13
dz Az
This value is used to calculate the we^  at  the top of the f i r s t
s l ice  which is put in to  equation 2.11 to calculate the scatter ing
matrix A^ in the f i r s t  sLice. The process is then repeated u n t i l  the
lower f o i l  surface is reached. Column 2 passes through the cavity and
the approach is s im i lar  to the 'no s t ra in '  case. The A^  matrices are
calculated u n t i l  the column reaches the cavity and then the beam
amplitude is assumed to be unchanged u n t i l  i t  leaves the cav i ty .  The
process of ca lculat ing the A  ^ is  then resumed u n t i l  the bottom of the
foi L is reached.
Column 1 Co lumn 2
L a ttic e
d is to r te d
Region o f  
p e r fe c t  l a t t i c e
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When considering the s t ra in  f ie ld s  surrounding defects the 
operating vector £  is  input to the program and used in the 
calculat ion of equation 5 .13 .
5 .4 .  Non-spherical s t ra in  f ie ld s
The technique used for  non-spherical s t ra in  f ie ld s  fo i  lows exactly  
that  used for spherical s t ra in  f i e ld s  apart from in the ca lculat ion  
of R (z ) ,  the displacement function.
The model chosen to represent the cavity and forces is  shown in 
f igure  5 .4 . .  The forces exerted by the gas in the bubble were 
represented as sheets of force acting on each face of the cube, or 
br ick  shaped bubbles. The displacement at  each point in the f o i l  was 
calculated using the Green's function method discussed in section
2 .2 .  Using the perfect l a t t i c e  Green's function i . e .  ignoring the 
missing mater ia l  within the cavity w i l l  result  in an overestimate of  
the surrounding s t ra in  f i e l d ( 1 1 1 ) .  Tewary and Bui lough[112) give a 
defect Green's function formulation which alLows for th is  missing 
mater ia l .  The image simulation program has been developed to allow 
insertion of both this factor  and anisotropy of the matrix m ater ia l .  
Due to the constraint of r e a l i s t i c  computation time nei ther  of these 
conditions have been included in the present formulation. The 
displacement a t  a general point  x  in d irect ion i ,  say U^f due to a 
force centred a t  r 1 in d i rect ion  j ,  say F- , i s  given by:
U, ( r )  = G - • ( r - r ' ) F -  (r») 5.14
A* CJ J
For an isotropic  body the Green's function G~(r) can be 
expressed in the form [79) :
-A
+z
F ig .  5 . 4  Model o f  a ’ b r ic k  shaped’ pore showing 
the  pore axes and face names.
G- ( r )  = 1 [2 (1 -v ) iJ r / , fp - I r l  ] 5.15
}  1 6 7 1 / 1 ( 1  t v )  *J
In equation 5.15 the comma notation denotes p a r t ia l  d i f f e r e n t ia t io n ,
i . e .  r f = Vr  and t *1e Kronecker Delta function. From 5.15 i t  is
clear  -that
Gf- CRJ = [ 2 l 1 - v H , R f „ -  R,;: ] 5.16
; 1B7TaC1 - v)
where R = r -  r '  and R = Ig l .
Say r = (xt , x 2,x3 ) and r 1 = ( x ^ x ^ x *  ) , then  :
R = [ (x , - x ’ )  ^+ (x r - x [ ) l + (X j -x^]1 ] 71 5.17
R,op = 2 and R:,- = kj -  x* Xj 
R fi
Therefore GL- CR) =__ 1______E (3—4 v )h\  + xt x^  ] 5.18
J '  1 6 V ( 1  - v )  R R 3
Three methods have been used to calculate the Lattice
displacement using the Green's function formulation. The f i r s t  of 
these methods was merely to consider a set of point forces acting  
outwards a t  the or igin  along the <100>. This method is
computationally simple but was used only as a tes t  of the Green's
function calculat ion routine as i t  is not a good physical model of a 
general pore. I t  is  only a reasonable model i f  the pore in question 
is extremely small such that  the forces on each face are e f fe c t iv e ly  
acting along the axes. The two methods which were concentrated on
were a f i n i t e  element technique discussed in section 5.4 .1  and an 
ana ly t ica l  approach discussed in section 5 . 4 . 2 .
5.4.1 F in i te  element method
This technique involves modelling each element of the pore faces 
as having a force acting outwards from the centre of the element
p a ra l le l  to the face normal. The model is represented as f igure  5 .5 .
In f igure  5 .5 (a )  the face on the ZY plane is shown. The dots in the 
diagram represent the forces acting 'out of the paper' p a ra l le l  to 
the X-axis  which is  marked by the square. This diagram represents a l l  
of the pore faces. In the f igure  (b) is  a project ion of (a) which may 
make the model more transparent.  The or igins of the forces on each 
element must be calculated w ith in  the program as they depend on the 
how many elements the hoLe is in s ize .  Four possible s i tuat ions are 
shown as f igure  5 . 5 ( c ) .
I f  there is an odd number of steps in d irect ion 'a '  then the 'a '  
coordinate of the or ig ins of the forces w i l l  be a t + n a ,  where n is an 
in teger.  I f  there is an even number of steplengths then the 'a '
coordinate w i l l  be given by +(n+ 0 . 5 ) ,  where n is  an in teger .  This
unfortunately means that  the program can only deal with pores which 
are an integra l  number of steplengths in each d irect ion .  However this  
is not a Large re s t r ic t io n  as the program has been w r i t ten  to allow 
any hole size to be input and the dimensions w i l l  then be a l te red to 
the nearest in tegra l  muLtiple of the steplengths in each d i rec t i  on.
This method is  mathematically r e la t i v e ly  simple as i t  only 
invoLves calculat ing the G^ - ( x - x A) a t  each point with in the Latt ice  
using the origin of each force as x ' in  turn.  Computationally th is  is  
again simple as i t  j u s t  implies repeated passes through the 
calculat ion routines with the parameters changed. I t  must be stressed
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F ig .  5 . 5  Force o r i g i n s  on pore face
however that for a large pore, say 20Q*2D0*200A in size the procedure 
w i l l  be very time consuming. I f  the steplength is about 20A in each
direct ion each face w i l l  have 100 elements on i t  and thus 100 or igins
of force. Performing the ca lcu la t ion  with the minimum l a t t i c e  size,
O
say 64*64*50 points with th is  hole size w i l l  involve about 10 passes 
through the rout ine.  These computations have only been carr ied out in 
f u l l  on the FPS120B array processor a t  Surrey Univers ity .  Timing and 
accuracy checks have been carr ied out on the Prime 750's a t
Surrey[113) and also on the VAX 11/780 at Queen Elizabeth College.  
These checks have also been carr ied out for the ana ly t ica l  approach 
which w i l l  now be discussed.
5 .4 .2  Analytical  approach
In th is  method the displacement at  each l a t t i c e  point is calculated
a n a ly t ic a l ly  by f i r s t  calculat ing that  due to a general point  on a
face. This point is then allowed to vary over the two dimensions of  
the face by double in tegra t ion .  The procedure is repeated fo r  each
face in turn. Mathematically and physically th is  is  a more elegant
technique but unfortunately i t  is a very complex procedure
computationally.  The d e ta i ls  of the calculat ion are given below.
Referring to f igure  5 .4  the coordinates of general points on each 
face of the hole are:
+
A r 1 = a ,x{  ,x
A~ r 1 = -a ,x£  ,x
B* r' = x,', b ,x j
B' r 1 = x , ' , -b ,x j
Cf r« = x,1^ ,  c
C r' = x ; ,x ^ , -c
i i  &
Let \F I  = P be the pressure of gas within  the hole m ult ip l ied  by the 
area of the face on which th is  pressure is  acting and represent the 
factor  1/167Ta (1 - v ) by L.
Then the displacements due to the stress on faces A+ and A are given 
by:
*  t  c
= P L I J [3-4 v 3hi, + X j  [x, -a ]  3dx,' dx^ 5.19
* [ n ^ v
U* =-P*L f  [ (3-4 v )SLV + x r  (x ,+a ) ]dx j  dx  ^ 5.20
Jr  ( R " T
where is the displacement in d irect ion i
Rfl = [ (x, -  a f  +■ [xx - * l f  + [x^ -Xj1 )l ] *
and XL = tx, -a )  , (xx -x£ 3, t x 5 -x 3' ] .
CLearly equations 5.19 and 5.20 imply that  the displacement in
d irect ion  i , due to the stress on face A+ , i s  obtained by calculat ing
the Green's function times the force acting a t  a general point  on the
A face and then in tegrating th is  over the area of the face. The
other components of the displacement due to the stresses on faces 
+  — -+• -
B ,B and C ,C are obtained using 5.19 and 5.20.  The required 
displacement f i e ld  is  given by:
U. [x, , x , , x . )  = P*L [ ( I 1, (a) - i ’. ( -a )  ) + I T  (b) )
+ ( I -  lc)  - l ’ [ - c »  ] 5.21
+ fc +C
where = / dxl / [3-4 v ) L  + X+, [x, -a ]  dx,
- b  - C  R, . R,3
i r Z '/i
with R, = ( Cx, -a  ) + [x^ -x j )  + (Xj -Xj'3 ]
and Xit = (x, -a  ) ,  [xL- x J ) ,  [x3- x 3' ) .
-fft. 4C.
I^ (b )  -  Jdx |  j  (3-4 y ) (?g+ XLx (xz -b) dx|  
-a -c Rz R3
with Rz = [ £x, —x [ f" + (x2-b )x + [ x ^ - x ^ f ) 4
and X /tl = [ x^  —x *) » (xz-b 3, (x5- x { ) .
I .  (c) = |dx| ( (3-4 v>)£u+ X ^ t x j - c )  dxj
. y  D  D 3-  A. -b R3 R3
•Awith R3 = £ [x, —xJ )x + £xi -x^ ) t + (x?-c  f  )
and X^ = £xf —x * 3 , I x ^ x ^ J ,  (x 3-c ) .
Using the fact that  o> /'1/)= -X^.the integra ls  may be rewri t ten:
I x l  R' R3
l \  ta) = [ (3-4 v JcS-, - l x ,  -a )  ^ . 3  j dxj j  dx*
-b -c R>
l [ ( b )  = [ (3-4 V ) i u  - ( x 2-b) ^ 3  f dxj ( dx,
-a -c R2
~  +A +j?
I - ( c )  = [ (3-4 v 3 - t x ^ -c )  ^ .3  J dx1, j  dxz
-a -b R3
These may in turn be expressed as:
1^  (a 3 = [ (3-4 v 3 - (x > -a )  ^,.3 j ‘ (x, x2x?abc]
i j  (b3 = [ (3—4 \> 3 4ti - ( X i - b }  fyXi] J^lx, xz x3 abc3
l j ( c )  = [ (3-4 v 3 ^ “ (x ' j -c)7^ ]  J3 (x, xxx?abc) .
I t  is  then clear that:
2. IJ = J (xLx, X j b a c )
J y = J* (x3x , x 2cab3
Thus the only integra l  required is  J 1(x, x2x,abc3 which has the form:
+b ■*■<■
J 1 (x x x abcj = f dx' /  dxJ____________________
-b A  [ l x »“ a] ' + K - x « ) l + (x3-x* )X V^
This integration is  very lengthy but can be performed
an a ly t ic a l ly  with the resu l t  that  equation 5.21 can be used to
calculate the displacement f i e l d .  The in tegrat ion  is  given as 
appendix 1. I n i t i a l l y  i t  has been assumed that  the forces on the hole
faces are the product of an excess gas pressure times the area of the 
element in question. While th is  model should be' a reasonable 
approximation i t  must be pointed out that  there are Limitations. The 
discussion of the problems and inaccuracies of the methods used is  in 
chapter 6 of the report.
CHAPTER SIX
IMAGE SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 . Introduction
In th is  chapter results are presented from an image ^simulation 
program which aLlows inclusion of a s t ra in  f ieLd around the defect.  
Some of these results are compared to experimentally obtained images. 
Computed micrographs shown in th is  section were obtained by using 
e i th er  the microfilm p lo t t ing  package, Picpac, at  the universi ty of  
London computing centre or the A.E.D. 256 grey level graphics device 
at  Queen Elizabeth colLege. On the A.E.D. terminal there is  about one 
pixel  j i t t e r  on the display screen such that  text  on pr ints  from th is  
device look s l ig h t ly  out of focus. Graphs were plotted using the 
Dimfilm p lott ing routines and a CaLcomp 81 p lo t te r  or d i rect  onto 
microfi lm using a combination of DimfiLm and Picpac. Figure 6.1 is a 
flow chart of the image simulation program in the equil ibrium  
pressure case. A typ ical  set of input data is given as table 6 .1 .  The 
coLumn approximation was used in a l l  the simulations presented in 
th is  report.  This approximation implies ignoring refract ion  occuring 
at  both surfaces of the cavity which is in common with aLL other  
simulations in th is  f ieLd.  In section 6.2.1 a l l  . simulated images 
assume an equil ibrium pore while section 6 .2 .2  does not make th is  
assumption.
6 . 2 . 1 .  Equil ibrium bubble
The e f fec ts  of varying the parameters in image simulation w i l l  
be shown in th is  section for a pore containing gas a t  the equil ibrium  
pressure.
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Fi g.  Flowchart  o f  s im u la t io n  program.
Parameter Value
Foi I  thickness/A 1140
D i f f ra c t io n  vector 1 1 3
Gas pressure/Nm'7- 0.80B-10
Surface energy/ Jm'a 1 .5
Surface stress/Nm"2 3.75E+1D
Foi I  o r ientat ion 1 1 1
Number of steps in z d i rec t ion 60
Number of steps in x,y d i rect ions 64
Pore dimensions/A 200 200 200
Spherical aberration coeff ic ient/m 1 .8 M 3
Electron energy/eV 1 .0E+05
Inner potent ia l /V 20
Depth of pore centre/A 570
Magnification factor 3
Wavelength of electrons/m 3.7E-12
Chromatic aberration coeff ic ient/m 1 .8E-03
AxiaL astigmatism constant/m 0
Extinction distance/A 261
Effect ive  source h a l f  width/A 50
Deviation from the Bragg posit ion 1.0
Defocussing distance/A 6000
Fu l l  width at  h a l f  height 
of electron energy d is t r ibu t ion /eV 2
Table 6.1 Typical set  of input data to simulation program
Figure 6 .2  shows a series of images a t .  various values of 
defocus using a cubic pore of side 250A and a <111> f o i l  o r ientat ion .  
The bubble is  situated in the centre of a f o i l  of 4£ in thickness 
and the value of the deviation parameter is  w= 1 .0 .  An experimental 
through focal series of helium bubbLes in vanadium is presented as 
f igure  6 .3 .  The magnif ication is  450K on the pLate and the 
defocussing distance is  about O.^/tm. Figure 6.311) is a p lot  of the 
data obtained from a stereo pair  of the region including the area 
shown as f igure  6 . 3 ( a ) .  The technique used to analyse stereo images 
and the consequent errors are given in section 3 . 1 . 1 .  Equation 3.7  
was used to obtain the bubble depths and the f o i l  thickness could 
also be measured in th is  fashion using d i r t  p a r t ic les  on the 
surfaces. The relevant data is  given below.
&=  angle between the pair  of micrographs 
M= the magnification on both micrographs 
AY= the paral lax between the f o i l  top and bottom 
Thus:
Ah= v e r t ic le  separation between the f o i l  top and
f o i l  bottom = _______ 5 * 1 0 _____________ = 2120A
2 * 2.7 *  10**sin 2°30'
Table 6.2 is  a summary of the results obtained from analysis of the
marked bubbles contained in f igure  6 .3 .  In order to convert the units
of Length to ext inct ion distance units the appropriate ex t inct ion
distance for iron has been used. This is  because values of the
ext inct ion distances are not eva ilable  for  vanadium and iron has a
s im i la r  crysta l  structure and atomic weight.  A l l  the numbers quoted
in ext inct ion  distance units must be t reated with some circumspection
as the value of w is not known such that  the e f fe c t ive  ex t inct ion
distance may vary from that quoted. Table 6 .2  and f igure  6.3 are used
= 5°
= 70K 
= 5mm
F i g .  6 .2  Simulated through foca l  a e r ie s  o f  a 
cubic pore In a <11‘l> o r i e n t a t i o n .
a. de focus = + 0 .6 /^  m
440A
b. defocus =
c. In focus Image
This  vanadium specimen was annealed for  
8 hours at  1150C.
. 6 . 3  Through foca l  s e r ie s  o f  helium bubbles 
In vanadium.

Bubble Dimensions
/mm.
Dimensions
/A
Centre
/mm.
Depth
/A
Depth
%
A 10,5 ,8 210,105,168 249 424 1 .57
B 9 ,10 ,8 .5 189,210,178 248 828 3.14
C 7 ,3 ,5 147,63,105 247.75 950 3.51
D 10 ,2 .5 ,5 210,52,105 248 828 3.14
E 8 ,3 ,9 168,63,189 247.5 1060 3.92
F 6 ,6 ,3  .5 126,126,73 249.5 212 0.78
G 1 2 ,4 .5 ,2 .5 252,94,52 248.5 636 2.35
H 17 ,9 ,4 .5 357,189,94 249 424 1 .57
I 2 .5 ,2 ,2 52,42,42 248.5 636 2.35
J 1,2,1  .5 21,42,32 246.5 1484 5.49
K 1 . 5 , 2 ,2 .5 32,42,52 246.5 1484
. ... . .....1
5.49
Extinct ion distance at  w= 0.0 is  27DA 
Foil  width = 2120A = 7 . 8 5 t
Table 6 .2  AnaLysis of bubbLes labeLLed in f igure  6.3
\
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F ig .  6 . 3 ( 1 )  Stereo p lo t  o f  data from micrograph  
I n c lu d in g  area shown In f i g .  6 . 3
as references for  comparison with simulated bubble images. The 
s im i la r i t y  between the in te rna l  contrast l ines seen in f igures 6.2 
and 6.3 is very c lear .  The or ig in  of these in te rnal  contrast Lines 
has been explained by Goodman and McLean(110) who investigated th is  
type of contrast from MgO cubes near a <111> or ienta t ion .  A s imi lar  
set of images was obtained using a <100> or ientat ion  in order to 
f a c i l i t a t e  measurement of the error  involved in pore size est imation.  
Table 6.3 shows the sets of measurements taken from various fr inges  
using a simulated image of a cubic pore of side 250A. In the tabLe 
the measurements are given in cms. as th is  is  a convenient uni t  to 
use. An example of th is  series is  shown as f igure 6 .4  where the 
defocussing distance is  CJ.EjAm. This value of defocus was used to 
obtain aLl other defocussed images in th is  report.  The d i f f e r in g  
background contrast in the three images in f igure  6 .4  is  due to the 
grey Level shading routine which was being used at  that  stage of the 
work. More sophisticated techniques were used to obtain the other  
simulated images.
Foreman e t .  aL. C107] have recently independently carr ied out a 
similar  study. They conclude that the most accurate size measurements 
are obtained using the centre of the f i r s t  dark ring surrounding the 
pore with the microscope underfocussed. The pore sizes measured using 
the centre of the f i r s t  dark ring and that  using the centre of the 
f i r s t  l ight  ring surrounding the pore are plotted as f igure  6 .5 .  I t  
is  clear from the f igure  that  Foreman's result  has been confirmed by 
th is  work. Computations were also carried out to confirm that  the 
posit ion of the centre of th is  f r inge is  insensit ive to varying 
defect depth, ext inct ion  distance and the other parameters involved 
in the simulation.
Defocus//-t m
Di stance measured/cms.
Fi rst  Whi te  Fringe Fi rs t  Dark Fringe
in si de outsi de middle in si de outsi de middle
+1 .2 5.0 6.1 5.55 6.1 8.9 7.5
+1 .0 5.0 6.2 5.6 6.2 8.8 7.5
+0.8 5.3 6.3 5.8 6.3 8.5 7 .4
+0.6 5.4 6.5 5.95 6.5 8.3 7.4
+0.4 5.7 6.6 6.15 6.6 8.0 7.3
+0.2 6.0 6.8 6.4 6.8 7.8 7.3
- 0 .2 7.1 8.4 7.75 6.1 7.1 6.6
- 0 . 4 7.4 8.5 7.95 5.4 7.4 6.4
-0 .6 7.3 8.9 8.1 5.4 7.3 6.35
-0 .8 7.4 9.1 8.25 4.8 7.4 6.1
-1 .0 7.6 9.3 8.45 4.8 7.6 6.2
-1 .2 7.8 9.8 8.8 4.8 7.8 6.3
At the in focus plane the measurement is 7.3cms.
Table 6 .3  Hole size measurement using various f r inges.
F i g .  6 . 4  T h r o u g h  f o c a l  s e r i e s ,  <10Q> o r i e n t a t i o n .
t r u e  pore  s i z e  is 7 .3cm .
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CL
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A
A
A^  A  8 . 0 0 _
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F i g -  6 . 5  Hole s i z e  m e a s u r e m e n t
Figure 6.6 shows how the image changes with f o i l  or ientat ion  
for  a cubic bubble of side 250A which is  situated in the centre of  
the f o i l .  Comparison with experimental images in s imilar  or ientations  
can be made using f igure  6 .3 ,  in which a <111> f o i l  or ientat ion  is  
evident and f igure  6.18 in which a <100> is  displayed. The same model 
was used to compute f igure  6.7 in which the e f fect  of varying w is 
displayed. As expected the image becomes less crisp when w is 
increased. This corresponds to moving away from strong d i f f r a c t io n  
condit ions to weak, many-beam type condit ions. The image was found to 
be insensit ive to changes in the w value of +0.1 .  This is  about the 
accuracy to which w can be measured. Figure 6.8 i l l u s t r a te s  the image 
var ia t ion  when the defect depth is  var ied.  In the f igure  the defect  
depths are in ext inct ion distance un i ts .  The overa ll  character is t ics  
of the image remain stable despite the depth changes but the contrast  
of the central  ’ dot' in the defocussed images does change. Figure 6.3 
shows bubbles at  a wide range of depths, see tabLe 6 .2 ,  aLl of which 
show similar  contrast features.  The bubble marked *b* in the f igure  
may show dark central  dot contrast but as th is  is  the only one to 
exhib i t  th is  contrast feature no conclusions can be drawn. Cube size  
is  varied in f igure  6.9 from which i t  can be seen that  the image is 
insensitve to changes in th is  parameter in the range displayed. For 
hole sizes of less than one ext inct ion  distance the image does change
with the contrast of the central  'dot'  being white at  one ext inct ion
distance and black at  other sizes.  For hoLe sizes greater than 0.75  
ext inct ion  distances the internaL Line contrast becomes c lear .  The
bubble marked 1f 1 in f igure  6.3 is one of the smallest with clear
in te rna l  l ine contrast shown in the micrograph. From table 6 .2  the 
size of th is  bubble is  about 125A*125A*70A. Using the ext inct ion  
distance for  the appropriate re f le c t io n ,  i . e .  270A impLies tha t  the
h 1
d  . 1 n M
b . 1 1 n
c . 1 1 c
f o i l  or i^ r i t r i t  ion v a r  l o t  ion
r lg.  6 . 6  F o i l  o r i e n t a t i o n  v a r i a t i o n *  cubic note  
of  s ide 2bOA In the  centre  o f  the  f o i l .
F i g .  6 . 7  D e v i a t i o n  f r o m  t h e  B r a g g  p o s i t i o n  v a r i e d *  
c u b i c  p o r e  In  t h e  f o i l  c e n t r e .
<1 . dp pth  3 • 5  d • d t p  th
b .  d e p th  * 3 . 2 5
c .  d e p th  * 2 . 7 5
[>*pth Vrtf i d t  ion
F i g .  6 . 8  P o r e  d e p t h  v a r i a t i o n  u s i n g  a c u b i c  
p o r e  and  d e v i a t i o n  p a r a m e t e r  = 1 . 0 .
, ( »1 h * * s i de 1 . '~>€Z~CL J
b. Cub*' t, i d** - 1 . rZs
c . cube r i de . . 0
f  Jrtr e s i /** *Air i a t  1 on
C 1c„ 6 . 9  P o r e  s i z e  v a r i a t i o n ,  c u b i c  p o r e  a t  t h e  f o i l  
c e n t r e  and  d e v i a t i o n  p a r a m e t e r  = 1 . 0 .
bubble is  about s^z e * However i t  must be
remembered that  although the precise value of w used to obtain the
micrograph is  not known, i t  is  cer ta in ly  qui te Large. I f  f  1 the
e f fe c t iv e  ext inct ion  distance drops from 270A to 19DA, using equation
2 .16 ,  such that  the bubble dimensions are now .65 * .6 5 * .3 6  expressed 
in ex t inct ion  distance units .  Thus i t  may onLy be deduced from the 
experimental images that  bubbles must be a cer tain size in order to 
exh ib i t  in terna l  Line contrast and that  a size Limitat ion of ,75£ 
may be of the correct order. A l l  the previous simulated images have 
been of cubic pores. Figure 6.10 is  of br ick shaped pores viewed in 
d i f fe re n t  or ientat ions .  Strong s im i l a r i t i e s  between the images in 
f igure 6 .10[a)  and some of those in f igure  6.3 are very c lear .
Figures 6.2 to 6.10 show that a l l  the parameters discussed in 
chapter 5 can be aLtered in the simulation program. In the remainder 
of th is  chapter the s t ra in  f ieLd surrounding the defect wiLL be 
incLuded.
6 . 2 .2 .  Strain contrast images
The simplest bubble shape and stra in  f i e l d  combination is  to 
consider both as being spherical.  Before moving to more r e a l i s t i c  
models an exampLe w i l l  be given using these approximations. I t  was 
suggested in section 2.2 that the d irect ion  of the black-white Lobe 
contrast shouLd be opposite for voids and overpressurised bubbles. 
Figure 6.11 shows th is  ef fect  for a spherical pore of 50A diameter.  
Using th is  observation in conjunction with known reference f igures,  
such as f igure  2 .5 ,  may allow d i f f e r e n t ia t io n  between voids and 
overpressurised bubbles when the defect depth can be measured.
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Fi g.  6.11 S p h e r ic a l  s t r a i n  f i e l d  surround 
s p h e r ic a l  pores.
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Figure 6.12 is  a series of images of a Large cubic pore 
containing a range of pressures using a spherical approximation for  
the s t ra in  f i e l d .  The pore sides are 200A with w= 0.0 and a l l  images 
are in focus. The pressure values used are given in the f igu re .  In 
f igure  6 .12(1)  the same series is  shown with the d i f f r a c t io n  vector 
changed from <220> in 6.12 to <200> in 6 .1 2 (1 ) .  There is  a Limit to 
the gas^ pressure that  can be contained in a bubbLe before 
i n t e r s t i t i a l  d is location loops are punched from the bubbLe. For 
spherical bubbles th is  Limit is  of the order of Gb/r where G is  the 
shear modulus(114) .  When considering large faceted pores th is  may be 
a rather naive assumption as the energy required to nucleate the loop
t
may be d i f fe re n t  a t  the edges and corners of the faceted pore.  
Unfortunately in the absence of an a l te rn a t ive  in the l i t e r a t u r e  th is  
assumption has been used. I t  must be noted that  bubbLes may be able 
to contain a higher maximum pressure than suggested by th is  formula.  
A cubic bubbLe of side 200A is approximately equiva lent , using a 
volume c r i te r io n ,  to a spherical bubbLe of radius 120A. Thus the
maximum pressure that such a bubbLe can contain is  of the order of 
0.8GNm”z . In f igure  6.12 stra in  contrast is  ju s t  v is ib le  when the
pressure is equal to O.SGNm^.As th is  contrast is is  probably too weak 
to appear in a real micrograph these f igures suggest th a t  the stra in  
f i e l d  becomes v is ib le  when the gas pressure contained is  between 
0.5GNm"1 and 0.75GNnf,\  A white fr inge can be seen inside the black  
lobe in f igure 6 .1 2 ( a ) .  This efect w i l l  be discussed with reference  
to the images obtained using the Green's function formulation. The 
same bubbLe shape and s t ra in  f ieLd configuration is  shown in f igure
6.13 .  This f igure  shows the bubbLe containing a very high gas
pressure in d i f fe re n t  or ientations using d i f f e r e n t  g. vectors.
a .  5 . 0  . e .  0 . 5
b .  2 . 5  f .  0 . 2 5
c .  1 . 0  g .  0 . 1 0
d. 0 . 7 5
P ressu re  u n i t s  a re  10 Urn 
' /f<h**r i c a l  Str  a i n  f l e l d
. 6 . 1 2  Cubic pore m odel led  w i t h  a s p h e r i c a l
s urround ing  s t r a i n  f i e l d .
F ig .  6 .12 (1 )  Pressure v a r i a t i o n  using the s p h e r ic a l  approximation
to  c a lc u la te  the s t r a i n  f i e l d  w ith  g = <200>.
. 6 . 1 3  Cubic pore modelled w i th  a s p h e r ic a l  
surrounding s t r a i n  f i e l d .
Further invest igat ion  of the pressure necessary to al low the
stra in  f i e l d  to be seen was carr ied out using the Green's function
technique discussed in section 5.4 .1  The results for a range of
pressures at w= 0.0 are presented as f igure  6 .14 .  Using th is
approximation the s t ra in  f i e l d  becomes v is ib le  with gas pressure 
-2 -2between 0.5GNm and 0.75GNm . Comparing f igures 6.12 and 6.14 i t  is  
clear  that  the s t ra in  f i e l d  contrast is  larger using the Green's 
function approximation. This is  consistant with Meissner's[111) 
comment mentioned previously.  P ro f i les  of the l ine of maximum extent  
of the stra in  contrast were p lotted from which table 6.3 was 
compiled. The range was measured assuming that  a 10% change from the 
background contrast level is v is ib le .  Figure 6.15 is  an exampLe of  
the p ro f i les  and f igure  6.16 are pLots of  the data in table 6 .3 .  The 
graphs suggest that  the rate of increase in the range of the s t ra in  
f i e l d  reduces at  high pressures. This means that  we can not use the 
extent of the stra in  contrast to re la te  the gas pressures contained 
in d i f fe ren t  pores. In f igures 6 .14(a)  to ( f )  the white f r inge also  
seen in f igure 6.12 is  c lear .  In 6 .1 4 ( f )  the pressure is such that  
the l a t t i c e  planes at the edge of the pore are t iL ted  to the Bragg 
posit ion . A possible explanation is  that  the pressure is  increased in 
(e) to a point where the planes are now t i l t e d  beyond the Bragg 
posit ion so that a Light fr inge occurs. Further from the edge of the 
pore the planes are Less deformed such that they are again at  the 
Bragg posit ion and a black f r inge is  again v is ib le .  Figures 6 .14 (a )  
to (d) show a black f r inge inside th is  white f r inge .  This impLies 
that  some of the l a t t i c e  atoms have been displaced by more than one 
l a t t i c e  parameter and that  another pLane at  the Bragg posit ion has 
been formed. Fringe structures such as these are not seen 
experimentally as the pressures necessary for them to occur are much
%
' 4  A
c .
i n  fVn *  1 0
f . 0.75
9 -  0 * 5
h . 0.25 
1 . 0 . 1
in all lmag 
u j =  0.0
S  14-
-'Ub 1 c pore, s t r a i n  f i e l d  c a lc u la te d  us I no 
the r l n l t e  element Green1s funct ion  technique.
Pressure values ( 
/GNnfx
range of stra in  
f ie ld /cms.
0.10 3.4
0.25 3.4
0.50 3.4
0.75 3 .4
1 .00 3.7
2.50 4.4
5.00 7.4
7.50 8.5
10.0 9.4
Table 6 .4  Range of s t ra in  contrast a t  various pressures.
•J —2.
Pressure va lues are *  10 Nm
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D I  s t a n c e
F i g  6*15 S t r a i n  c o n t r a s t  p r o f i l e s .
ag 6.00
10.00
gae pressurc/GNm
2.50
2.00
1.50
t.oo
0.50
10.000.00 0.00
prM«ure/GNm
F ig  6 . 1 6  Maximum range o f  s t r a in  c o n tra s t  Images.
greater than that  required for  dislocat ion Loops to be punched from 
the bubbles.
The bubbLe i l l u s t r a t e d  in f i g .  6 .1 4 ( f )  was chosen to invest igate  
the e f fec t  of varying w on the stra in  f i e l d  contrast with the resul ts  
shown as f igure  6 .17 .  I t  is interest ing  to note that a large contrast  
change takes pLace between w= 1.0  and w= 2 .0 .  The same sequence of  
bubbles are shown as f igure  6 .17(1)  with the images underfocussed .by 
0.6/fm. Defocusing the microscope makes the stra in  contrast in v is ib le  
in a l l  but the lowest w image displayed at  th is  value of pressure. A 
s im i lar  procedure was appLied to the bubbles shown in f igure  6 .12(1)  
from which i t  was clear  that  a simiLar e f fec t  occurs. The s t ra in  
f i e l d  only became v is ib le  at  a pressure of SGNm'1 when the image was 
defocussed at  th is  value of w. The reason for  th is  e f fec t  l ies  in 
Fourier transform theory. The in focus image, when the hole is  viewed 
in a <100>, is  e f fe c t iv e ly  a rect function which becomes a sine 
function a f te r  the two dimensionaL Fourier transform has been taken.  
As the edges of the rect function get rounded o f f  by the s t ra in  f i e l d  
of the defect the amplitude of the ringing in the sine is  reduced. 
The extreme case of th is  is  the Gaussian function whose transform is
another Gaussian. Thus small changes in the contrast due to the
stra in  f i e l d  get swamped by the transfer  function contrast changes.
A series of experimental images at  varying w and £  values are
presented as f igure  6 .18 .  The mater ia l  being imaged is  niobium/1% 
zirconium containing helium bubbles, the magnification is  600K, and 
the microscope is  defocussed s l ig h t l y .  The micrographs shown as (a) 
and (b) have the same £  vector but are at  d i f fe ren t  vaLues of w. 
Unfortunately the precise a  vaLues are not known as Kikuchi Lines
d
d . . UJ = 0 . 5
b - u j = 1 . 0
c - UJ - 2 . 0
d - UJ = 3 . 0
F i g  6 .17 V a r y in g  ui v a l u e
f l c .  6 .1 7  Lublc  h o l e , s t r a i n  f i e l d  c a l c u l a t e d  us ing  th e  b r e e n 's  
f u n c t io n  method, v a r y in g  th e  d e v i a t i o n  p aram eter .
I rrw j ' j i »r * t  0 , 0 .  6 , 0 . 8  rrucr o r
a n d  w i t h  v a r  u  incj d e v i a t i o n  r>ar arr*
F ig .  6 .1 7 (1 )  The same s e r ie s  as shown In f i g .  6 . 1 /  
but w ith  the Images defocussed.
were not present in the d i f f r a c t io n  patterns. A rough idea of the w 
value can be gained from the posit ion of the weak ext inct ion  contour 
seen in the images. The bubble Labelled 'A' exhib i ts  very smaLL 
stra in  contrast in (a) when w is qui te  large but d is t inc t  contrast  
when the contour moves across i t  in Cb3. This corresponds to a very 
small LocaL value of w. In f igures (c) and (d) the contours are in 
simi lar  positions but the £  vectors are d i f f e r e n t .  I t  is  Likely that  
the indexed value of £  in (d) is  incorrect as the contrast exhibi ted  
is typical  of a small £ .  I t  is  possible that the d i f f r a c t io n  pattern  
corresponding to th is  micrograph was not taken of the spec if ic  region 
shown in the f igure .  LocaL bending of the f o i l  would resu l t  in 
var ia t ion  of the operating r e f le c t io n .  Figure (c) is typicaL of a 
high £ ,  Low w re f lec t ion  while td] suggests Low £,  high w d i f f r a c t io n  
condit ions. A l l  these experimental images are obtained with the f o i l  
in a <100> or ienta t ion  which may be compared with f igure  6 .4 .
The e f fec t  of increasing the £  vector is  i l l u s t r a te d  by f igure  
6.19 in which ' in  focus' images are displayed of a cubic pore of side
-  z
200A containing gas at a pressure of 5GNm. I t  is d e a r  from th is  
series that  although the extent of the stra in  f i e l d  is  increased with 
increasing £  i t  s t i l l  remains l im i ted .  This agrees with the accepted 
wisdom of using as large a £  as possible when imaging s t ra in  f i e l d s .  
UnfortunateLy th is  ideal can not be real ised in the microscope as i t  
is  aLmost impossible to get good, two-beam condit ions when using a 
very large £ .  TypicaLly a £  of about <310> is  used as a compromise 
between these two condit ions.
d.
334A
F ig .  6 .1 8  Helium bubbles In nI obi urn/IX z irconium which had 
been annealed fo r  8 hours a t  1250C. The images 
are  a t  var ious  w values*

I t  is  in terest ing  to note that the s t ra in  f ie ld s  exhibited in the 
experimental images are not symmetrical. The bubble labelled 'A' in 
f igure  6.18 has a small Lobe apparently coming from one of the 
corners. The calculated s t ra in  f ieLds shown in f igure  6.12 to 6.17 
also display asymmetry. A possible reason for  the experimental  
asymmetry is that the f o i l  being imaged may have been deformed such 
that  the Local vaLue of w was d i f f e r e n t  on e i th er .s ide  of the pore.
Anisotropy can not be used to explain the asymmetry in the computed
images as i t  is im p l ic i t  in the model that  the matrix is  iso trop ic .  
The bubble labelled 'B1 in f igure  6.18 shows in terest ing  contrast in 
th is  series of micrographs. In [a) the weak contour is  to one side of 
the bubbLe and a stra in  lobe is  v is ib le  on th is  side i f  the bubble. 
In Cb} the contour has moved across the bubble which corresponds to 
changing the sign of w and the s t ra in  Lobe has now also swapped
posit ion . Figure Cc3 shows the bubble with stra in  contrast apearing 
on both side of the bubbLe and aLso inside the project ion of the
bubbLe while in [d] no stra in  contrast is  exhibi ted.  Although most of  
the images in f igure  6.18 do not show stra in  contrast w ith in  t h e i r  
projections th is  type of image is  often seen in the microscope[115) .
The anaLytic Green's function method has not yet yieLded 
presentable resuLts as images obtained by th is  method have always 
included a very Large contrast change along the projected edges of  
the pore. The magnitude of th is  contrast change may have swamped the 
derived s t ra in  contrast although th is  is  l ik e ly  to be incorrect  as 
the l a t t i c e  displacement does not f a l l  o f f  with distance from the 
pore as i t  shouLd. This point wiLL be discussed in the appendix.
Hd i .it t h f  I < • i I cerit | •
ttf * 0 . 0
Pressure * 5 GPa
l ) i  i i  r ,»r; t i or • v»ec t  o r  s a r e :
110  2 0 0  2 2 0  " "
310 400 420
510
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSIONS
The aim of th is  project  was twofold.
(1) To produce and image voids in a high voltage eLectron microscope
in order to vaLidate F isher 's  technique by calculat ing the vacancy 
migration energy and point defect bias in nickeL.
[2) To wri te  an image simulation program which would allow various
morphologies for  cav i t ie s  and t h e i r  s t ra in  f ie ld s  to be included.
The f i r s t  aim has been achieved with the vacancy migration energy 
being calculated to be 1 .15(+0.05)eV and the i n t e r s t i t i a l  bias to be 
6.5%. The p o s s ib i l i ty  that  voids may also have a stronger a t t ra c t io n  
for i n t e r s t i t i a l s  than vacancies has also been investigated with the 
result  that the void bias has been calculated to be 0.5% in nickeL.  
Scope for future work in th is  f i e l d  is  very great as the method can 
be applied to many other mater ia ls .
The second aim has aLso been achieved in that  a portable computer 
program has been w r i t ten  which can incoporate r e a l i s t i c  pore shapes 
and stra in  f ie ld s .T h is  has been used to deduce that the most accurate 
pore size measurements are made with the microscope underfocussed and 
using the f i r s t  dark ring surrounding the pore. Image reversaL 
between overpressurised bubbles and voids has been displayed along 
with the e f fec ts  of varying the parameters involved in image 
simulation. Computations have been performed on Large faceted pores 
with th e i r  s t ra in  f ie ld s  being modelled as both spher ically  symmetric 
and non-spherically symmetric. In the l a t t e r  case resuLts have been 
presented using a f i n i t e  element method and an ana ly t ica l  approach 
has been attempted.
Results have been yielded by the stra in  f i e l d  simulations which 
corre late  well  with those observed experimentally.  The extent of 
stra in  f i e l d  contrast,  which is  always f a i r l y  small in the 
microscope, has been shown to be very Limited in the computed images. 
I t  has been demonstrated that increasing the magnitude of the 
d i f f ra c t io n  vector does not produce a Large increase in the extent of 
the stra in  contrast.  Experimental s t ra in  f i e l d  images are often taken 
with the microscope defocussed to c l a r i f y  the defect shape. I t  is  
clear  from thi.s work that  defocussing the microscope results in a 
reduction in the size,  or even the loss, of the s t ra in  contrast.  The 
resul ts  aLso suggest that  the pressure range accessible by 
in te rp re ta t ion  of s tra in  images is  only a small part  of the range of 
in te re s t .
The primary aim of future work on th is  topic would be to remove 
the bugs in the ana lyt ic  approach routines as th is  method is  nearly 
ten times fa s te r  than the f i n i t e  element method. The s im i la r i t y  of 
the images computed with spherical s t ra in  f ie ld s  to those obtained 
experimentally suggests that  th is  may be a reasonable method. Another 
advantage of th is  technique is  speed as i t  is  about sixty times 
fas te r  than even the ana ly t ica l  Green's function method. However 
there are disadvantages with th is  approximation for  cubic or br ick
shaped pores as assigning a radius equivalent to the pore dimensions
(
is  clearLy questionable.  Another problem with th is  method is  that  no 
allowance could be made for anisotropy in the matrix m ater ia l .  The 
f i n i t e  eLement method does o f fe r  scope for  future work as i t  could be 
modified to incorporate both anisotropy in the matrix mater ia l  and 
the defect Green's function. Although th is  technique is  rather  
cumbersome the programs are presently being t ransferred,  by Dr.
K.Ahmad to the Cray computer at  the Rutherford Laboratory which 
shouLd result  in a large reduction in the computing time. Modelling 
the pore as six sheets of force acting normal to the faces has i t s  
l im i ta t ions .  A bet ter  model might be to include an array of forces 
acting along the <111> as th is  wouLd lead to increased displacement 
at  the corners to correspond to the apparent s tra in  contrast often  
seen in the microscope. No allowance is  made for  any deformation that  
may occur to the pore faces in th is  model. I t  may be possibLe to 
design a recursive technique whereby the displacement calculated at  
one point on the hole face is  used to modify the or ig in of the force 
in the next element. These modifications have not been made in view 
of the res t r ic t ions  on computation t ime.
Applications of a system which could allow estimation of the 
pressure within pores occur in many f ie lds  with the nuclear power 
industry being the main one. Malen and Bullough in 1971 stated that  
precise representation of a faceted pore would probabLy be impossibly 
complicated . The tru th  of t h e i r  statement has been modified by th is  
work but despite th is  i t  s t i l l  remains a f a i r  comment.
APPENDIX
I t  was stated in chapter 5 that  in order to arr ive  at an 
ana ly t ica l  solution for  the s t ra in  f i e ld s  using the Green's function
method the only in tegra l  required is  of the form:
■4 b +c ss; f  i 1 z zdx  ^ ydx3/ [ ( x , - a )  + (xz- x 2')  + (x3- x j )  ]~b ~c
This in tegra l  can be wr i t ten  as:
4b ^
J = J  dy J dz/[  ( u - a f  + (v -y )2 + (w-z)2 ]
-  y - c
where u,v,w = x / f x 2, x 3 
and a ,y , z =  x ^ x j  ,x j  .
Let w-z = - t
and v-y = -s
then dz = dt
and J = J  ds J d t / { [ u - a ) x + s*+ t* ]
- c - u /
Using f d x / [ a l + x = Ln[(x + (x2 + ax 3^3/ a 3 
we obtain:
(  x 1 I *4J -  J ds ln [ t  + C(u—a 3 + s +t  ] ] e u
- 6 - r
Thus subst itut ing the in tegra l  Limits we have:
b-V
J = rds C ln[c-w + ( (u -a )2+(c-w)z + 8 * )^ ] - In [ - c - w  + ( (u-a)2 + (c+w)2 +S2-) 3^ 
Referring to the symbols used in chapter 5 th is  in tegra l  may be 
interpreted as:
J = J, (c) -  d{ (—c) .
Let us consider J ( c ) .
b - V ~  (
J l (c) = J ds Ln[c-w + ( (u -a )2'+ (c-w)2 
-b-\r
Say x = s
a = c-w
"2. 7 X
b = (u-a) + (c-w).
The integraL is then of the form:
J dx Ln[a + 1 ^ +  x1) ]^
■ where-.the^ l im i ts  of in tegration from now on are assumed,.
This may be integrated by parts to give:
x . LnCa +(b*+x* ) /i] - J x zdx/la + [bx +x2’)^] [b1 + x2 }
1 2. • {
Mult ip ly ing the denominator and numerator by a- [b  -x  J the 
second term in th is  expression becomes:
-  j x ^ i  a -  [b '+x* )^ ]  d x / t a ^ - h - x * ) (b +x* 3^
Now:
f x 1[a -  (bz +xz )^3dx = - A a - l b 5-+xz }^]dx+/(at ~bv ) [a -(b* +xz3^]dx
J [ax-b * - x x)[bl + x")‘A J [b '+ .x ' )"1 J ( a ' - W  3 (b‘ + xl )v'
Thus the or ig ina l  in tegra l  has now reduced to:  
x , I n [ a+ (b1 +xz 3^ 3 + ( a- (b +xz J dx - ( a 1- ^  ) f  a-[bx +xz 3 1 dx
[bv+ x ' ) y‘  J (az- -b1- x ' ] ( b ‘I +x*3
This in may be wr i t ten :
f—Ab'+x* I (a1 -b ^ -x 2' 3 lbx+xz'3
x , ln[a+lbz +x2 )^]+af  dx x - [ a z-b* 3 f  a-tb^+x*)^ dx
^  1V i  f o l _ h 1 _ v 1 1 f h 1 J . v 1 l  1
which then becomes:
Ax . Lnla+tb’"-^1 1'^+alnlx+tx^+b2 ] /v] -  x - [ a z -bz 3 /  a-(b~ +xx3 2 dx.
/ (aa - b a-x^) (b* +x^3
We shall  now consider the last term, which can be w r i t ten  as: 
(a2-b‘ Ha  f  d x / (a1- b * - x ‘ H b ’ +x'2) * -  j ' d x / ^ - V - x ’ ) ]
Using ia^-b^-x2 ) -  [ C fa2 —b2 )/l— xj + ( (a 1-b 1 ) + x ) 2 3 . l /S t a 1 -b2 J
the last term becomes:
(aT-bz 3 ( f  1 + 1  /  dx.
2[a* -b *Y /1JL (a^-b2 ),/J-x  [a1-b 1 3^+x
This then becomes 0 .S^fa^-b^J/z. In C ( (az-b 2 J^+xJ/f (a1-b2 )4 -x )  3. 
The only remaining term is of the form: 
ataz - b *‘ ) f  dx/ta^-b2 - x T ] (b'-+xz ) ^
a ■*- 2.
Using the re la t ion  given above for 1 / (a  -b -x  3 we have:
.dx
[az- b l -x  3 (b1 +x )/l 2(a* -b* Yx
dx dx
I (aI - b J 3^-x ) ib '+ x ' ) yt / [ (a‘ - b '  )*+x) (b* +xT2
Consider the term / dx/ [  (a* - b 1 )v+ x 3 Cb*" +x  ^3
Letting p = (a1 - b 1 J^thi s becomes ^  dx/(p+x) (b* +xx 
Now Let t  = p + x 
dt = dx
then the in tegra l  can be expressed as: 
j d t / t [ b 2 + [ t -p  )x 1‘f  
Now using the subst i tu t ion  t  = 1/y and thus dt = - d y /y 2 
we have the in tegra l  in the form:
-  f y  dy/ y a[b2 + (1 /y  -p)*  ] f  
This can be rewri t ten as:
-  j  dy /  [bt'yi + [1 —py 3 
which in turn becomes:
/ i  */2
-  /  dy /  [ y (b +p ) -2yp +1] .
This in tegra l  is of the form:
/ d Z  /  [ AZ*+ BZ +C i'?
Now /dZ /  [ AZZ+ BZ +C ] V= J d Z / [ (A*Z  +B/2Ayi-) + C - B V 4 A ] f
Let U = a’7iZ + B/2A'A and thus dU = A*dZ.
The in tegra l  is now:
A ^ / d U / l u V  C -B>4A)'/1
which is:
A \ Ln[ U + [U + C -  bV4A]'4] .
Thus aLL the terms in the or ig ina l  in tegra l  have been integrated and 
i t  only remains to substi tute  the variables and l im i ts  of in tegra t ion  
to solve the problem. As the compLete resul t  is  very Lengthy I  sha l l  
only give as an example the substi tution into the Last term from 
which the complex nature of the solution can be seen. This term 
becomes:
H u - a ^ j ' S n l  f c-w)x ’- [ - [ u - a ^ J ^+l [ fc-w)x ' - ( - ( u - a ) x) ^]2 +1 + (u-a) ] ]
2 (c-w) (c-w) [c -  w)x
where x ’ represents the integration l im i ts ,  in th is  case -b -v  and b-v.
Differences between the form of th is  solut ion and the f i n i t e  element 
method (FEM) are immediately evident.  In the FEM we are always
x i  i  Va.
deviding by R, where R=[(x>-x | )  + ( x x- x ,1) + (x ?- x j )  3 ., such that  
problems with deviding by very small numbers only occur when a l l  of 
(x - x 1) ,  lx - x 1) ,  (x - x 1) are small.  This condit ion can onLy hold at  
the eight corners of a brick-shaped pore and so can be easily  
incorporated. Using the ana ly t ica l  technique we are deviding by 
indiv idual  terms such as (c-w) in the above equation. Small values 
for these terms occur along the projected edges of the pore and 
extend out to the complete range of the picture which makes th is  
efect  rather harder to deal with .  The equations in the FEM have a 
d e f in i te  1/R faLL o f f  for the displacement whereas those arr ived at  
by the ana ly t ica l  technique have Ln(R) appearing in them, which is  a 
s im i lar  form to that  obtained by L i (116) .  I t  must be remembered that  
although ln(R) increases with R we are taking Ln(R-x)-Ln(R!- x )  when 
considering the displacements due to opposite faces. As R and R1 
increase re la t ive  to the pore s ize,  x, the R terms dominate and the 
factor  R/R' tends to unity such that  Log of th is  term reduces. Thus 
the Latt ice displacements do reduce as the distance from the hoLe 
faces increases.
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